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Concerning Non-Resident Attendances

Murray Board Adopts
Own Student Policy

ARSON SUSPECTED — Local fire and police officials say a fire was deliberate set, following an apparent
burglarly, at this house at 309 N. 6th St. this morning. The Murray Fire Department was called to the scene at
10:35 p.m. and extinguished the fire which appeared to have started when gasoline poured on a stairwell was
ignited.(Additional details in accompanying story.)
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon

State Investigator Collecting
Evidence In Possible Arson
A state arson inspector was gathering evidence from the scene of a midmorning house fire today after local
officials indicated the blaze was apparently deliberatly set.
Arson investigator Don Self was
c*led to the location — 309 N. 6th —
when a preliminary investigation by
local officials led to the suspicion of
arson.

1

Fire Chief Jackie Cooper and Capt.
James Hornbuckle said the fire was
started in a stairwell of the three story
residence of Gloria Allbritten. It ap-

peared that gasoline was doused on
"We're attempting to preserve our
the stairway and then set ablaze, the evidence, as well as evidence needed
by the arson inspector," Lee said. He
MFD officials said.
mentioned
that the early investigation
Department
was
Police
The Murray
asked to join the investigation when it was hampered by smoke that filled
was noticed that a lock on a rear door the rooms of the residence.
Lee said the police detectives would
may have been broken and the house
not
complete their investigation until
entered prior to the fire. The fire was
after
the arson inspector had finished.
Ronnie
neighbor,
by
a
reported
Two
-trucks and nine members of
Hooks,about 10:35 a.m.
the fire department responded tothe
Police Chief Jerry Lee said the call.
preliminary police investigation has
Two trucks and nine members of
turned up evidence of an attempted the fire department responded to the
burglary prior the the fire.
call.

MCMA Provides Professional
Artists In Live Performances
By KATHERINE CARMEN
Murray Civic Music Association
(MCMA) was organized and its first
concert presented in 1959. The purpose of MCMA has always been to present well-established, professional artists in live performances to members
of non-profit cooperative. Consistently, this major objective has been
realized. The association board
members are engaged in making
plans and arrangements for 1981-82,
the 23rd consecutive season.
The first president of MCMA was
the Rev. Mr. William Thomas, then
Rector of St. John's Episcopal Church. He was enthusiastically assisted
by a relatively small group of local
,citizens. The majority of those individuals have worked continuously
on behalf of MCMA since its inception.
More people have joined the ranks as
the organization has grown along with
the town and the University. A very
important group of people are the
"workers" who solicit season
memberships or tickets. As a nonprofit organization, all work is
volunteer.
Many outstanding individuals have
rendered and continue to render
"yeoman's" service to assure the continued success of the program. To try
to list all of them would not be feasible, however, one individual is particularly outstanding in that he has
performed just about every task from

•

the most menial to serving as president. That is Richard W. "Doc" Farrell, emeritus professor of music and
for many years, Chairman of the
Music Department at Murray State
-University. Dick has been dubbed
"Mr.Civic Music."
Murrayans and area residents are
fortunate to have the facilities at MSU
made available for the concerts. At
the time MCMA was organized, then
President Ralph Woods approved the
use of the facilities and authorized a
grant enabling all MSU students admission on presentation of their student activity cards. This practice has
been upheld by successive presidents.
Funding has always been of
primary concern. The two original
sources of income were from the
University and from the sale of season
"memberships." In recent years a
patrons and sponsors program has
been implemented. These members
make a donation in addition to the
basic cost of inemberships. These
gifts have been especially helpful in
the past in securing grants, e.g., from
the Kentucky Arts Commission, the
Governor's.Challenge Grants and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Another source of funds is commercial, industrial and financial firms.
While the altruism is recognized and
deeply appreciated, it is also true that
many enlightened business leaders
are convinced that which enhances
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the quality of life has a beneficial effect on the economy. They feel their
donations are an investment in Murray's future.
In 1980, three local artists, Dot
Rowlett, Emily Wolfson and Robert
Head each gave one of their completed works to be "sold" for a
minimum gift to MCMA of $150.
MCMA is very pleased that the
Calloway County Fiscal Court has approved a grant for the 1981-82 season.
However, the greatest source of income continues to be individual
memberships. The fee has been kept
affordable for all who wish to avail
themselves of this exceptionally fine
opportunity to see and hear performances usually restricted to
metropolitan areas and at a cost for
the entire season comparable to one
performance in the cities.
A variety of concerts has been offered to appeal to many different
tastes: Ballet companies, both
classical and folk — including African
and Russian; grand opera, including
La Boheme and Elixir of lave.
Broadway musicals include Fiddler
on the Roof,and Sound of Music- symphonies from Atlanta, Nashville and
See MCMA,
Page 16-A, Column 7

By MATT SANDERS
meet sometime in October or
News Editor
November, Henry said.
"Students will be able to choose the
"This policy will go into effect Aug.
school which meets their needs best." 18, 1981. If the Calloway County Board
That was superintendent Robert of Education does not accept this
Glin Jeffrey's comment after the policy, the Murray Independent
Murray Independent School Board School District will accept all students
voted unanimously to adopt a new - regardless of residence or exchange
policy concerning non-resident pupil of ADA."
attendance in the system's schools.
In a telephone conversation this
The policy was formulated by the morning, Dr. Jack Rose, Calloway
board at the Tuesday afternoon superintendent, withheld comment
meeting.
pending a study of an official written
"The board tried to make a policy copy of the Murray policy.
that the two (school) systems could
As of this morning, Rose said he had
live with," board chairman Don only received verbal reports of the
Henry said. "I think it's ( Murray's policy's content.
new policy)fair to both systems."
Letters and copies of the policy
The recommendation, made by were to be mailed by the Murray
board member Bill Adams, will be ef- board to Rose and Ferrel Miller,
fective for at least a five-year period. Calloway board chairman.
It stated that:
• Action was taken by the Murray
•-• "The Murray Board of Education board after Henry received a letter
will exchange with the Calloway last Saturday from the Calloway
County Board of Education Average board concerning a proposed nonDaily Attendance ( ADA ) funds on a resident pupil policy for both systems.
one-to-one basis.."
The proposed policy, written and
ADA funds, which are state funds, currently utilized by the Warren
are received by the school district on County and Bowling Green school
a per-pupil basis.
systems, states that the school
Funds per pupil total close to $1,370 systems involved will release ADA
and go toward teachers' salaries, funds on resident students attending
capital outlay and other school budget school in the other district.
items.
The school system that receives an
Funds for the number of students excess of a one-to-one ratio, the probeyond the one-to-one ratio will be posed policy continues, will be reassumed by the school district in quired to reimburse the'Other system
which those students attend.
one-half of any aid received over the
Any student who wishes to enroll one-to-one ratio.
in the Murray Independent School
This policy, with using tentative
District may do so. The Murray Board. enrollment figures fcr both systems,
of Education feels that all students could result in a transfer of up to
should have the opportunity to attend $90,000 in ADA funds from Murray to
the school of their choice regardless of Calloway.
their residence.
According to Jeffrey, 210 students
"The cost of tuition shall remain at from the county ' will attend city
$30 per semester for the 1981-82 school schools while 90 from the city will go
year.
to the county.
"The tuition rate for each of the reThe Calloway board currently has
maining four years will be determin- the Warren County-Bowling Green
ed by a joint committee, represen- policy under consideration. It has
tative of tuition parents, Murray taken no action on the policy.
Board of Education members and adCalloway board members voted last
ministrative staff. The tuition rate for Thursday to send a copy to the Mureach school year will be established ray board for consideration and input
and published in the spring of the as a "model" policy.
previous year."
In open discussion prior to the city
The committee will be selected and board's action, all board members,

many parents and several members
of the faculty and administration voiced concern over the "timing" at
which the letter was received.
The city schools held its first day of
classes Tuesday and several students
reportedly registered then. The county schools begin Friday.
Concern about the affects on
students and parents on a nonresident student policy also was
discussed
All board members agreed that
Calloway's proposed policy would not
be in the best interest of the students
since a system with more than a one-to-one ratio would be lose funds earmarked for students' educations.
Prior to 1978, both systems had a
free exchange of students with no
penalties or regulations.
It was reported during the discussion that, for the 1978-79 school year,
action was taken by Calloway to limit
non-resident students to those
students already going out-of-district
and their siblings. Murray took no action on the act.

Guard Fired
From State
Penitentiary
EDDYVILLE,Ky.( AP) — A guard
has been fired for failing to properly
count inmates at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary on the night that two
prisoners escaped from the mazimiun
security facility.
Al Parke, superintendent of the
prison, told a news conference on
Tuesday that the guard was fired for
failing to conduct a "stand up" count
and also failed to properly check
bunks during three subsequent checks
last Thursday.
Parke would not identify the guard.
According to Parke, inmates are
checked each night at 8 p.m. through
a "stand up" count, during which
each inmate must stand up in his cell.
Such a check was not made last
Thursday, and consequently the
guard was fooled by two dummies
that had been left behind by the two
escapees.
A guard is supposed to check that an
inmate is supposed to see "flesh and
movement" during a check, Parke
said.
"Our system directs that a guard
make sure a man is living and
breathing in his bed after retiring,"
Parke said.
The guard, employed at the prison
for about nine months, was the only
person responsible in what Parke
termed a "breakdown in our counting
system."

MES Plant Board
To Meet Today
The Murray Electric System Plant
Board will hold its regular meeting at
4:30 p.m. today.
Items on the agenda include opening of bids for purchase of vehicle,
discussion on certified electrical inspections by superintendent Ron
Underwood and monthly reports,
Mary Jane Jackson, chairperson,
said.

IN-SERVICE — An optional in-service session for Calloway County
School System teachers was held today at the high school with 95
percent participation, according to Barbara McCuiston, supervisor of
instruction for the county schools. Various mini-sessions were held.
Shown in roll playing in a session on assertive discipline are (from
left) Lennie Hooks, East; Sarah Hale, North; and Jean Cooper, Southwest.

In Provoked Attack By Libyans

Navy F-14 Fighters Shoot Down Planes
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Two U.S.
Navy F-14 fighter planes shot down
two Libyan Russian-built SU-22
fighters early today after the Libyans
fired on the Americans in an "unprovoked attack" in international
airspace over the Mediterranean Sea,
the Pentagon announced.
Navy Crndr. Charles Klee said no
one on board the F-14s, which normally carry two-man crews, was injured
in the 2:20 a.m. EDT clash.
In Norfolk, Va.,a spokesman for the
Atlantic Fleet, Navy Capt. Jitn_I uis,
said neither American plane was
damaged.
And at the Pentagon, Navy Capt.
Charles Klee said he did not know the
fate_of the Libyan crewmen.

The Pentagon said the F-14s were
attacked during what it called a
"previously annOunced routine exercise in international airspace over international waters" some 60 nautical
miles off the Libyan coast in the south
central Mediterranean.
There was no mention of the clash in
a statement issued after the incident
by JANA, Libya's official news agency. The statement denouncedt_
"provocative manuevers" by the US.
6th Fleet in the Gulf of Sidra, which it
claimed as Libyan territorial waters.
The Libyans have claimed
sovereignty over waters and air space
reaching out 200 miles from their
coast, but the United States
recognizes only the traditional threemile limit, Pentagon officials have
said.

Pentagon sources said they did not
know what weapons the F-14s used
against the Libyan aircraft. The
planes carry Phoenix, Sparrow and
Sidewinder missiles and 20rnm cannons.
z,.)•The U.S. government is protesting
through diplomatic channels this unprovoked attack." the Pentagon said.
At the State Department, officials
said the administration may seek a
meeting of the U.N. Security Council
to denounce the Libyan action.
The officials, who asked not to be
identified,said council members were
informed of the incident this morning
through the council president. U.N.
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
also was notified.
According to the officials,all .U.S.
embassies were instructed to advise

,1111.1101110111.11....Apsouirmio.
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the governments to which they are accredited of the incident.
Meanwhile, Hamilton said the US.
naval fleet exercise is continuing as
planned.
In Los Angeles, President Reagan
was awakened at 4:24 a.m. PDT by
presidential counselor Edwin Meese
III and told of the clash, presidential
spokesman Larry Speakes told
reporters.
Speakes said Meese, who had been
informed of the clash earlier,
"brought him (Reagan)up to date
after we had the details fully in
hand."
Earlier. Speakes that the American
jets were on -a normal training exercise. ... All parties in the area had
been notified (in advance) in accordance with international law."
-
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Bride-elect Honored
At Crawford Home
Miss Kathy Stier of Paris,
Tenn., Aug. 22nd bride-elect
of Kelly Freeman, was the
honoree at a morning social
held in the home of Mrs.
Donald Crawford of Lynn
Grove on Wednesday, Aug.
12,from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
The honored guest chose
for her party a trousseau
frock of lavender silk shanting which was complemented by the hostess'
gift corsage of miniature
white carnations and purple
ribbon.
Greeting the guests in the
entrance hall with the
honoree were her mother,
Mrs. Fred,Stier, Miss Patty
Stier, sister of the honoree,
and her fiancee's mother,
Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys, Jr.,

From Jean Cloar, Agent In Home
Economics For County Extension

GU
St. Lou* M04- his
to tamer kerne -after a visit
'Mr.and Mrs. James Klapp with Ms mother, htra. Nor- brother, Gene Fairdiild and
Closely Inspect Dented
also of Paris, Tenn.
of Bowie,Md.,have returned man Klapp, Canterbury wife, Donna, Omaha, Neb.;
Mrs. Jeff Key, cousin of
Cans Before Buying
Estates, Murray. While on and their son, Jimmy Klapp,
the groom-to-be, and Miss
visited his a student at the Spartan
1.7-_23‘7?7t4 vacation they also
Kathy Cr#wford presided at 74
Many grocery stores sell the met spot, Present In
the food sufficiently to
Connie Fairchild Tor- School of Aeronautics In
niece,
the refreshment table,
canned goods and many ovens, might not heat
dented
DICKENS BOY
husband, Tulsa,Okla.
and
her
destroy
the dangerous toxin.
retta
overlaid with an imported
other slightly damaged merMr. and Mrs. Michael S.
Irish linen cloth and Dickens, 1712 Melrose Court,
chandise at a considerable
centered with a brass bowl Murray,are the parents of a
discount. But before buying,
filled with blue and baby boy, Jacob Todd,
closely inspect such merArlene Frances Keys of Paducah and Robert Stevenson
candlelight silk flowers. weighing nine pounds seven
chandise to determine if it is
Skinner of Murray announce the engagement and fixRefreshments of individual ounces, measuring 21% insafe.
wedding cakes, mints, nuts, ches, born on Wednesday.
Since dented cans present thcoming marriage of their daughter, Trenia Louise
to Arden Nance,son of the late Mr.and Mrs. Elbert
coffee and summer punch Aug. 5, at 6:14 p.m. at the
a greater risk than intact
Nance.
were served from crystal ap- Murray-Calloway County
cans, don't buy them at the
Miss Keys is the granddaughter of Alice Dean Keys and
pointments.
regular price.
Hospital.
Mrs. Crawford, aunt of the
The father is assistant
Dented cans found on a the late Charles Keys of Murray.She is a 1978 graduate of
groom-elect, presented Miss football coach at Murray
special discount shelf or cart Paducah Tilghman High School and is employed by the
Paducah Bank and Trust Co.
By Abigail Van Buren
Stier with a gift of brass State University.
call for extra attention. ExMr.Nance is the grandson of the late Mr.and Mrs.E.G.
candlesticks.
Grandaprents are Lt. Col.
amine each can for damaged
Nance.
He is a 1976 graduate of Heath High School and atSpecial guests were the and Mrs. Johnnie R.
seams and rust.
tended Murray State University. He is employed by Ron
grand- Prichard of Jefferson Provgroom-elect's
Be sure to check seams at McIntosh Electric.
mothers, Mrs. Olga ing Ground, Madison, Ind.,
rims and along the side.
both
The couple will marry on Saturday,
Mrs.
Charles
.
Freeman of Hazel and
Sept. 5, at 5:30 p.m.
and Mr. and Mrs.
along any seam may at the St. James CME Church, Paducah. A reception will
dent
A
Clifton Key of Murray.
DEAR A BBY: M y h usband's job r uiresm
Dickens of Evansville, Ind.
out of
tow n q uite a bit. Everyth ing waseqgo
nethwi
beth our develop . a leak. Minor follow in the Paducah Community Center, 505 South
marriage until last month when he telephoned long distance rusting is harmless, .but Eighth Street,Paducah.
to say that his company physician had advised him to avoid any cans with pitting
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedspend a month away from his work and without any contact caused by rust. Again, there ding and the reception.
with his family!
is a risk of leakage.
I tried to reach the company physician to ask him about
. unhis advice, but his office informed me that the doctor will Dented cans with
/The Catch
Frances Drake
or
little
seams
and
damaged
my
not be back until the end of the summer! I suspect
/Of The Week Is
rust are relatively safe
no r
husband is having an affair.
FOR THURSDAY,AUGUST 20,1981
Abby, would a doctor make such a suggestion? Do you and can be a good buy. But
What kind of day will tomor- research concerning a think a man of good conscience would follow such a be sure to use slightly rusted
row be? To find out what the business matter. Don't be suggestion? I need your opinion.
n as possible
stars say, read the forecast rushed into signing anything.
URGENT AND ANXIOUS ca
furdeteriorate
bens
forether
as
given for your birth Sign.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) 'ker. DEAR URGENT: You give me very few facts to go ther.
Too much suspicion causes on, but if you suspect your husband of having
ARIn
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
an Don't buy swollen cans or
4 problems in relationships. Be affair, you must have good reasons. The whole thing
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr41
any with signs of gas forma_
In The Area
You receive important news direct and straightforward smells fishy to me, too. Every responsible physician
pertaining to work. Domestic with others. Capitalize on has a substitute doctor covering for him in his tion inside the can. In the
Alaskin
'e.nsion is possible. Utilize career opportunity.
these are called sprGulf Red Snapper
absence. The only "covering" I see here is the'.trade
'
King
Crab
osnmon sense to solve finan- SAGITTARIUS
a/440 company physician covering for a pal who needs an Ingers and flippers.
$6.95
(Nov.MtoDec.21) "
cial problems.
$8.95
excuse to disappear for a month.
Gas formation is a sign of
Difficulties with friends can
Breaded Oysters
TAURUS
Clam Strips
(Apr.20toMay20)
upset work concentration.
spoilage and should be called
•* *
$4.75
are
$4.50
Romantic interests
Talks with higher-ups are proto the attention of the store
Scallops
$6.25
favored, but job tension may ductive. Avoid disputes about
Flounder $6.25
DEAR ABBY: I'm 101
/
2 years old, and my problem is a owner or manager.
escalate. Relaxation will help money.
neighbor boy I'll call "Mike." He's 4. Mike keeps coming to Grocers have no choice but
you put work concerns into the CAPRICORN
tart With Our
proper perspective.
(Dec.?2toJan.19) /404 my house and he rings our doorbell about 15 times! Then to pass their losses from
n
GEMINI
Business and pleasure don't he'll ask if I'm home. If! am,I have to go out and play with damaged goods on to conOyster
Peel'n Eat
fi- mix favorably. Consult with him, and if I'm not home he just sits out in front and waits
( May 21 to June 20) 4
sumers. Help to keep prices
Bar
Shrimp
Quell resentment about a trusted advisers. Relations for me.
financial matter. A friend with a loved one improve. Sometimes Mike will go in our backyard and play on my down by carefully handling
% Doz.$1.50
%
Lb. $2.75
swing set wit116ut asking anybody. If I tell him he can't merchandise and, if you
brings good news. Avoid Talk things out together.
Bakers
Dozen
$3.00
'h
Lb.
$4.95
swing
on
my
swing without perrAssion, he says he can change your mind 'about a
escapism. Instead, utilize AQUARIUS
Sr because his mother said so. What should I do?
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
1
Lb.
quiet times to unwind.
it
back
$9.25
selection, by putting
POOPED WITH PESTS in the right place.
The unethical actions of
CANCER
(80
another can upset you. Avoid
(June 21 toJuly 22)
DEAR POOPED: You may need some cooperation As a safeguard against
Career and income should confrontations at work. A
mprove now. Avoid those who family member proves helpful from your mother and Mike's on this one. First botulism, boil isove-canned
Friday
explain to Mike that you can't play with him whenwould waste your precious regarding finances.
10
minutes
vegetables
for
Nights
ever he feels like it. If he rings your bell when you're
time. A family member may PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(Q
' not in the mood to play with him,say so. Then have before tasting or eating. Boil
be somewhat difficult.
5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Business negotiations are your mother tell his mother that your swings should home-canned corn or
LEO
spinach
for
20
minutes.
It's
not
be
used
tricky. Watch out for onewithout supervision. Better yet, they
(July23 to Aug.22)
By day's end you'll come up upmanship. Not a time to sign should be locked up, because if anyone is injured on better to cook home-canned
with a winning solution for a papers, though talks with them, the owner could be sued.
vegetables conventionally
career concern. Inner resent- close friends are productive.
than in the
rather
*•*
ments about romance could
microwave oven because the
Chestnut & 16th
YOU
BORN
TODAY
are
surface now.
food will lose quality if cooksecurity-minded
VIRGO
and
Murray, Ky.
DEAR
ABBY:
When
we
have
houseguests,
we
give
them
(Aug. 23 to Sept. M) UP
idealistic, but you sometimes their own room, bath, house key and our extra car. We figure ed long enough to prevent
759-4455
Problems with a friend have difficulty reconciling it's their vacation, and they should feel free to get up, eat, danger from botulism. And
could arise. You always have these sides of your nature. sleep and come and go as they please.
the right to be suspicious of Your sensitivity gives- you a
The question: When friends and relatives invite our
anyone who plays his cards special insight into the feel- houseguests to dinner or whatever,I don't think they should
ings of others. You'd make a feel obligated to invite us, too.
close to his chest.
fine poet, counselor,educator, My sister disagrees with me. What do you think?
LIBRA
clergyman or psychologist.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
FIRST-TIME WRITER
A confrontation of wills is You do well in business for
yourself,
yet
also
work
well
possible at work. Do further
DEAR WRITER: It depends on what the invitation
with others. Banking, writing, is for. If it's a larger party to honor your houseguesta,
music, real estate, govern- you should be invited. But you need not be invited to
ment and theater may also ap- accompany them to every coffee klatch, tea, beer
peal to you. Take a chance on bust, tour of the city, shopping tour, zoo,
art gallery
your individuality for your and museum. There is no "rule."
And where no rule
greatest success. Birthdate exists, common sense
should prevail.
of: Benjamin Harrison, US.
president; Edgar a. Guest,
poet; and Van Johnson,actor.

Keys-Nance Wedding .

Busy Husband Takes
Time for His Affairs

Your Individual
Horoscope

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
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Kim Dodd's
School Of Twirl

•• *

Baton Lessons
Starting Aug. 24th
in
Murray and Benton
For Pre-Registration

DEAR ABBY: I can sure feel for PATTY IN TACOMA,
who's 25 and looks like 17. I've got the same problem,
although I'm only 13 and get treated like I'm 9.
FLORIDA VACATION
When I walk into a restaurant, I'm handed a "kiddie
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd menu." Please don't tell me I'll appreciate looking young
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. eventually. I've heard that so many times I could scream!
Codie Cochrum of Mayfield And please ask your readers not to ask us small, thin
have returned home after a people if we have "anorexia." We're perfectly healthy —
we're just small.
vacation in Florida.
There are advantages to being small, however. How many
HOSPITAL PATIENT
6-footers do you know who can crawl under a locked
Casey Nesbitt of Murray bathroom door in the airport and unlock it for all those little
was dismissed recently from old ladies who forgot to bring their dimes?
the Western Baptist
SMALL BUT USEFUL IN TUCSON
Hospital,Paducah. •

Call 492-8936

•• *
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Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple."do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed. stamped (35 cents)envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250,

Tennis Group A
P. Plans For Play
Friday Morning

20% OFF

4441"

All Fall & Back To School Fashions
Including All Designer Lines & Groups
(Sorry This Sale Excludes Accessories & Cosmetics)
Use Our Layaway-7

Cherrys
4

°
the

DOWNTOWN

ii
THE

Group A of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will play on Friday,
Aug. 21, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
- The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Patsy Miller,
Lois Keller, Rainey Apperson,and Joni Billington.
Court Two — Lynn Stout,
Jana Hughes, Georgianna
Moffitt,and Judy Carroll.
Court Three — Patsy
Oakley, Andrea Hogancamp, Brenda Marquardt,
and Emmy Edwards.
Court Four — Jeanetta
Williams, Frances Hulse,
Peggy Billington, and Sharron Brown.

Stek
CHESTNUT
PADUCAH PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Horqiital, Paducah,
was Glenn Brewer of Murray.

All Raincoats
Today Through
August 29th
At The

Mademoiselle
Shop
Court Square

Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
Of The Murray Chiropractic Center
903 Sycamore

Announces
The Following Changes of Office Hours
Effective Aug. 17,1981
Mon.,Tues., Wed.,Fri., 8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Thur.8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
.Sat. by AppointmentOnly 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. ,
Call 753-9909 For Appointment

Adt
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8-1
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Rt.
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Community Events Liste
--+
Wednesday, Aug. 111
Thursday, Aug.20
Board of directors of the
Murray Women of the
Murray-Calloway County Moose are scheduled to meet
Mental Health and Mental at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Retardation Board is
scheduled to meet at 3 p.m.
Fall term faculty luncheon
at the center.
and meeting will be at 12
noon at the Ballroom,
First Christian Church
University Center, Murray
Choir will meet at the
State University.
homeof 0.B. and Margaret
Boone for a hymn sing and
Mothers Day Out will be at
ice cream party at 7:30 p.m.
9 a.m. at the First Baptist

Friday, Aug. 21
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Wizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Friday Morning Ladies
Bowling League will meet at
10 a.m. at Corvette Lanes.

Friday Aug 21

Twilight Golf is scheduled
at 5:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club.
----Events at Land Between
the Lakes will include The
Owl and The Forest at 1 p.m.
and 3 p.m. at Center Station,
and Magic Of The Night at 7
p.m. at the Golden Pond
Visitors Center.

Registration for Murray
Fall term college faculty
Head Start will be held from
Church.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Head meetings will be at 10 a.m.
Both youth gaups of the
Start Center, Child Studies and departmental meetings
First Christian Church will
Janelle Doyle Group of Building, Murray State at 1:30 p.m. at Murray State
meet at the church at 4 p.m. First Baptist Church Women
University. For information University.
for a swim party from 4 to
will meet at 9:45 a.m. at the call 753-7286.
7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Memorial Baptist Church
church parlor.
Aquatics Club.
will present a
Puppeteers
Country
Murray
Events at
First Club will include Club program at the amof
Group
Poe
Carol
Thursday, Aug.20
will Membership Social and phitheatre, Piney CamMurray Head Start will Baptist Church Women
Mrs. Twilight Golf, both at 5:30 pground, Land Between the
with
p.m.
6
at
meet
hold its registration for the
Lakes,at 8:30 p.m.
1981-82 school year at the Richard Jones.
Center in the Child Studies
Building, Murray State
CHAPTER RECEIVES HONORS - The Xi Alpha
University, from 9 a.m. to 4
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi received honors at
p.m. For information call
753-7286.
the sorority's 50th anniversary state convention
held June 26 to 28 at Louisville. Mary Graves, top
Mr. and Mrs. Lake Hall Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Mc- Roger Burt, Madisonville,
Calloway County Athletic
left, is shown after accepting the first place award
were honored on their 50th Callum, Clearwater, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. Cetus Byrd,
Boosters Club will meet at 8
of a blue ribbon and $25 for the chapter scrapbook,
wedding anniversary with a Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. James Page,
p.m. in the library at
lower left. Entered in the contest were 17 scrapreception given by their son, Mr. and Mrs. John Asbell, and Mrs. Sallie Dick,
Calloway County High
books and the Murray book, compiled by Mrs.
David Hall, and different Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield.
School.
members of their family on
Graves, received a score of 100 per cent. Pictured
Sunday, Aug. 2, at the Comtop right is Rowena Emerson receiving the "Award
Murray Business and ProOf Interest To
munity ROOITI of the North
of Distinction' from Walter W. (Bill) Ross II. Mrs.
fessional Women's Club will
Branch of the Peoples Bank.
Emerson has been a member of Beta Sigma Phi for
meet at 6 p.m. at the
A large number of
KenMs.
25 years. She was also a contestant in the
Memorial Baptist Church
visited from the
relatives
parking lot to go to the Holitucky Beta Sigma Phi. The sorority chapter had a
hours of 2 to 4 p.m. with
day Inn at Mayfield to meet
booth at the convention and raffled off a king size
several from out of town.
with the Emblem Club of
quilt-afghan made by Lois Ruiz who also attended
The out of town relatives
Mayfield and the Paducah
along with Barbara Chilcutt, Joyce Thomas, Joyce
registering were Mr. and
Club at 7 p.m.
Nunnally, Barbara Williams, and Ila Brown.
Mrs. Harry DuPriest and
grandson, Kyle, Southfield,
Two special tours for the Murray-Calloway County
Men's Stag Night will be
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Senior
Citizens have been announced by Toopie Thomas,
Murheld at 5:30 p.m. at the
DuPriest and son, Macon,
ray Country Club with Ver- Ga., Mrs. Vickie Skoney, tour director. .
The first will be a trip of five days and four nights to
non Cohoon, Rob Miller, Colleyville, Texas, Mrs. BetMyrtle Beach,S. C., Sept. 19 to 23. The deadline for reserHarris
Virgil
and
Orr,
Dick
ty Sutton, Tim and Cindy, vations is Tuesday, Aug. 25. The cost will be $259 per perHuntington, Tenn.; Mrs. 2, Murray; Mrs. Polly E. Er- na F. Hodge, Rt. 1, Henry,
Adults 127
in charge of arrangements.
MurEighth,
South
515
win,
Plymouth, Ind., Susan Pir- son including lodging, meals,and transportation.
BenHen5,
Rt.
Taylor,
M.
Anna
A.
Teresa
Mrs.
Tenn.;
Nursery 7
Brewer, Rt. 8, son, Rt. 5, Benton; Gordon
Staci
ray;
tle, Farmington Hills, Mich.,
Thornton,
C.
Pam
Mrs.
ton;
A tour to The Holy Land is being planned to start Feb.
open
be
8-13-81
Ellis Center will
R. Taylor, Towner,Rt. 4, Benton.
19, 1982, with Mrs. Thomas and the Rev. Dr. Waiter E.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 802 Chestnut, Murray; Mrs. Murray; Joel
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.for acRichard C. Arnold, 218 tivities by the Senior
Mischke, Jr.,as directors.
boy Sandra K. Bynum, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Flora Lee
baby
Perry,
Almo; Mrs. Janice K. Dun- Carlin, 1201 Doran , Road, South 11th Street, Murray; Citizens. For transportation
"Twelve Days lathe Land Of The Bible" is the name of
(Theresia) Rt. 1, Benton.
can, Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. Pat- Murray; Mrs. Tennie M. Col- William E. Hardison, Rt. 7, call 753-0929 between 8:30 to
the tour. The itinerary will include several points of
DISMISSALS
son,203 North 16th, Murray. Mayfield; Mrs. Lura S.
'historical and Biblical interest not found in the usual
Leslie Michael Burns, Box tie T. Higgins, Rt. 5, Benton.
9 a.m.
Mrs. Zula L. Parker, 901 Asberry, 212 South llth
Spr2,
Rt.
Willie T. Owen,
Bibleland tours. It will also include two days sightseeing
315, Dover, Tenn.; Randall
Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Lillie Street, Murray; Mrs. Lucy
to Cairo,Egypt.
L. Davis, Rt. 2, Hickman; ingville, Tenn.; Mrs. Bernie
Hazel and Douglas Centers
S. Armstrong, 805 North E. Rickman, 209 South 15th
For more information persons may call Mrs. Thomas at
Paul Roach, 829. Maple, B. Phillips, Canton; Bonnie
Melissa Ann Johnston was
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
0.
Rema
Mrs.
Murray;
18th,
Mrs.
Concord;
Mrs.
Murray;
New
Powers,
753-8374 or write her at Route 1, Almo, Ky. 42020, or call
Street,
Mayfield; Larry W. Butler,
in
held
party
a
at
honoree
the
Rt. 1, Farmington; Frances 0. McCuiston, 828 p.m. for activities by the
Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Diane Kathy A. Forrester, Rt. 1, West,
celebration of her fifth birth- Dr. Mischke at 753-3812.
N. Parker,505 South Hurt Street, Murray; Mar- Senior Citizens with lunch at
Thomas
L.
Vera
Mrs.
Casey and baby boy, 124 Farmington;
day on Thursday, July 30, at
Mrs. Rubie shall P. Jones, 1313 Main, Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs. Collins, Rt. 5, Benton; Eighth, Murray;
p.m. at the Murray6
Douglas
at 12 noon.
(expired) 807 Murray.
Rita D. Butler and baby boy, Leland Lawrence, Rt. 1, Pearl Falcher
Calloway County Park.
Hurt, Murray; Mrs. Haru C.
John A. Adams, Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
Rt. 1, Dexter.
The hosts for the occasion
Thursday, Aug.20
Mrs. Maxine L. Beale, Rt. Adams(expired) Rt. 1, Mur- Water Valley; Marshlee
Rudolph A. Gray, Rt. 2,
were her parents, Mr. and
ray.
Twin Lakers Antique Car
Hampton, Puryear Nursing
Mrs. Eddie Johnston.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Club
Mrs.
Tenn.;
Puryear,
Home,
8-14-81
Games were played and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS Charlotte Louise Brockwell, Gateway Restaurant at the honoree opened her gifts.
Linn, baby girl (Coleen A.) 605 W. State Line, South Draffenville.
Refreshments of the peach
1506 Parklane Drive, Mur- Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary
and white birthday cake topTemple Hill Chapter No.
Louise Byars, Rt. 2,
ray.
ped with a miniature cat
Hobbs, baby girl (Brenda) Puryear, Tenn.; Charles L. 511 Order of the Eastern Star statuette on top, and punch
Lewis, Rt. 1, Dexter; Ernest will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the were served. The plates and
51 Riviera Cts., Murray.
For Bock To School
lodge hall.
Huffman, Rt. 5, Murray.
E.
DISMISSALS
cups were in the same motif.
Emirs Stock Of
Mrs. Mary Frances Sledd,
Children attending were
312 Pyramid Court, Cairo,
the honoree, her brother,
Special Grasp
Ill.; Mrs. Judy H. Stahler,
IRA G. CORN, JR.
Rickie Johnston, Amanda
Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Mary F.
Rowland, Darren Crick,
Loather Shoos
Off
Briggs, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.;
Jody Burkeen, Terri
$1000
makes
Opening lead Spade five
Anthony L. Wilson, 227
"Prosperity
Burkeen, April Peal, and
adversity tries
friends.
Riviera
Murray;
Cts.,
David
Jones.
Shawnary
ith Garlic Bread
South scored points by
H. Edmonson, Rt. 3, Murra ; them.- - •Publilius Syrus.
Adults present were Ronmaking his game. Too bad
Salad 40' Extra
Declarer had a friendly
Mrs. Jackie L. Wray, Rt. 2,
on
he lost them in the post nie and Jo Burkeen, Marcia
wrc Special for Kids I
partner after chalking up a
mortem.
Wingo.
Crick, Jane Ann Jones,
Free Relills On Drinks
Mrs. Neva Jo Thacker, Rt. game and rubber. It wasn't
Inide Dining Only
Charlotte Rowland, and the
Bid with Corn
2 Pair For Price OF Clao
until the post mortem that
7, Murray; David M. Simp- some unfriendly words were
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson.
South holds 8-19-B
son, 1609 Oak Hill Drive, said.
*AK7S43
•10 8 32
Murray; Gene S. Garnett,
Dummy's spade 10 held
•A
Rt. 1, Melber; Russell T. Lit- the first trick and West's
•J 8
Price
UNDERGOESSURGER
tle, RI. 4, Murray; Mrs. Don- diamond ace was attacked_
South North
West - cashed a high spade 140
now
is
Shelton
231
T. G.
753-7403
with hope of running the suit
recuperating at his home at
Air Shp. Ctr.
eel
but East's encouraging club
ANSWER: Four hearts A 1709 Calloway Avenue, MurKy.
Murray,
discard dashed those hopes
minimum in high cards, but ray, after undergoing
SHOE
West cashed his last spade
distribution
and
the controls
BIZZ, )12.
the Murrayand switched to clubs and
make this a good hand in surgery at
Calloway County Hospital.
that was it. The defense had
support of hearts.
four tricks and South had
game and rubber.
West offered, -I should
have found the lead of the
jack of clubs. That might
have put some frosting on
our cake."
South replied hastily. "I
would make it anyway. All I
need do is duck in both
hands and that would isolate
East's suit."
Forgetting that he
already had his game, North
was quick to bite. "You duck
in both hands anethey get
two clubs, a diamond and
two spades. What kind of
play is that?"
To make the game
against the lead of the club
5?:t1
jack. South must eover with
dummy's king of clubs. If
.
‘S•i
East wins and returns the
suit, South wins to strand
>re
the clubs, And if East duelts
dummy's king of clubs, then
the defense gets only one
club trick and the result
would be the same.
Here's the Diamond Sole you've
A- i A- A
• Nowrit
Perfect for a beautiful evening out.
waiting for! Choose from over
been
10
J
•
Perfectly affordable for the office, too.
•.1 I
Gents' or ladies' Clusters
Blazing
300
Luxurious 100% cotton Velveteen Blazers.
•Kansts
and Save 30% . Buy now with easy terms
.4.11 7
Orig. $55. Sizes 5-13. Navy, Brown, Black,
or layaway for Christmas.
" EAST
wEsT
Green, Rust. Buy Now or Layaway.
405
•AK7541
IT

Mr. And Mrs. Hall Are Honored

Senior Citizens

Tours Are Scheduled

I

Hospital Patients, Newborns Are Listed

Melissa Johnston
Honored At Party
On 5th Birthday

Weft Fit
Youn Emig Null

MGIr'711-VTIAIN
Italian Spaghetti
Special

Handbags & Shoes

THE ACESH

25%

Sekcted Shoes

'50%

Socks

Jewelry
2
1
/

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
1...

•

LAYAWAY SALE

r AID (4) as El)

Velveteen Blazers

Velveteen
Blazers
$39

CHARGE

on Mastercard or Visa.

119 5 4
•108 3 2
•s 4 t.
0A
' •A 1096 3
•J 8
SOUTH
•Q 9 8 2

a'

BEL AIR CENTER and OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Deily 104.Sunday I-3

IltAK(47
•7 3 •
•Q 4 2
Vulnerable. . Novak e^".'"
Dealer North The bidding
North East South Wet,
Pass I.
I
•
I*
Pass 3 NT All
Pass
pas,.

(

•
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

t Editorial

Family Squeeze

%
:•
's •

Critics of the traditional fami- $1,766 in 1981 versus 5406 10
ly keep making prophecies that years earlier, an almost 300 perthe family is doomed and the cent boost, according to Tax
federal government seems to be Foundation calculations for the
doing what it can to help make median family.
h
°
,41111111'
the doom come true.
"This represents total bite in
"After federal taxes and infla- direct federal taxes of $4,377 in
tion have taken their bite, the 1981, an increase just shy of 227
American family will finish 1981 percent over 10 years. So much
$427 poorer in real purchasing for taxes."
power than it was a decade
Inflation— sometimes called
ago," say economists for the "the hidden tax" because of the Washington Today.
Tax Foundation, the non-profit government's role in causing it
think tank that studies the ef- — is the villain in the next part
fects of government economic of the analysis. Says the Founpolicies on people and business. dation:
What makes the situation so "An apparent 'gain' of $10,348
Kafkaesque and seemingly un- in take-home pay for the last 10
real is that this has happened years turns into a $427 loss in
An AP News Analysis
"despite a current dollar in- spending power when inflation
By
MICHAEL J.SNIFFEN
crease of more than 125 percent is factored in. Measured in 1971
Associated
Press Writer
in the family's income."
dollars, today's median family WASHINGTON (API — The chief of
The foundation explains:
survives on an annual income of the attorney general's campaign
"Federal tax burdens have $8,548."
against violent crime says the single
more than tripled over the decmost effective way to curb such
ade, while inflation has cut purThe Foundation's "Monthly crimes would be to rehabilitate prison
chasing power by nearly 56 per- Tax Features" appropriately inmates.
But rehabilitation was not among
cent.
quotes from Lewis Carroll's
"The median U.S. family "Through The Looking Glass": the 64 recommendations presented
this week to Attorney General
(married couple with two chil- "Now, here, you see, it takes all William French Smith by the task
dren, supported by one worker, the running you can do to keep force he created last April. Instead,
employed full-time, year-round, in the same place. If you want the panel focused on putting more
filing a joint return) will earn an to get somewhere else, you must violent offenders behind bars.
estimated $23,700 before taxes run at least twice as fast as It did recommend $2 billion in
federal aid to help build new state
in 1981. Ten years earlier, its in- that."
prisons because existing facilities
come was $10,314.
It is no wonder that President now are grossly overcrowded.
"However, federal income Ronald Reagan has found such "I'm sorry they didn't address how
taxes will claim $2,801 of those overwhelming support among we treat the people we lock up," said
earnings this year, compared to middle-income American fami- Associate Attorney General Rudolph
$933 in 1971, an increase of over lies for slowing the devasting Giuliani. The Justice Department's
No. 3 official, Giuliani has been
200 percent in the tax burden.
momentum of income taxes.
"Social Security taxes will (Reprinted by permission The Business
Mirror
also take a much larger bite — Indianapolis Star)

Inmate Rehabilitation

Voting Rights

designated by Smith to oversee the assistance.
The federal government brings
violent crime policies the department
35,000 criminal cases a year, the maeventually pursues.
While Giuliani was generally quite jority for property rather than violent
pleased with the work of the task crimes. In 1979, the last full year for
force, his remark highlighted two which the FBI has figures, there were
points submerged in the furor over 1,178,540 violent crimes reported to
panel recommendations that would police in the United States. The overput new limits on the current con- whelming majority of these violent
stitutional rights of people accused of crimes of murder, rape, robbery and
aggravated assault did not violate
crimes:
—The Justice Department still has federal law.
In addition, the federal government
to pick which panel proposals it will
push and what others it might add. has reliable evidence that for each
And Giuliani made clear he an- violent crime reported tope police in
ticipates seeking some federal money the United States, two others go
to demonstrate successful rehabilita- unreported.
If the Reagan administration suction programs.
—No matter what the federal ceeds in making punishment swifter
government does,the task of reducing and suier and thus increasing conthe number of violent crimes is fidence in criminal justice, citizens
ultimately beyond its control and might report more crimes. That could
rests with state and local govern-. send the reported national totals up
ments already anticipating the pinch faster than the new policies drive
of President Reagan's cuts in federal them down.
"If there were one thing we could
By JOHN CUNNIFF
turn around tomorrow that would bring those totals down,it would be dealing with corrections realistically,"
Giuliani said. "I hate to use the word
'rehabilitation' because both the left
and the right are convinced it can't
work, but I don't think that's so."
Giuliani said it was essential to correct
a prevailing view that "treating
The marketplace challenge involves more than cars and houses. prisoners humanely is coddling them.
The incredible choices that investors It's an investment in the safety of lawnow must make conceivably has sent abiding people."
thousands scurrying to the security of
simple savings accounts.
6IR
.
11:
Fr
ig!:
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You know that these are times that
1(19
try investor
patience and
understanding when goods news,such
as from the tax cut, further complicates the decision-making process.
Evidence of this will soon appear in
advertisements, as banks, thrift institutions, mutual funds, insurers,
brokers and others seek to convince
you that the tax law makes their products most suitable.
It means that before you make any
investment you must study the
evidence line by line, and then test
your new knowledge step by step
through frustrating hours on your
electronic calculator.
Gone are the days when decisions
were made over a few cups of coffee
at the kitchen table. The marketplace
today is a harrowing place.

Buy Or Lease?

NEW YORK (AP) — Should you
lease rather than buy?
To arrive at an answer you mush
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
drafted the plan, based on the 1980
study
deeply because, as one bank
Associated Press Writer
census, to guarantee a permanent
notes in offering advice on the subblack majority.
WASHINGTON APi — For the
During the past 16 years, black civil ject, "Leasing as an alternative to the
first time, whites are trying to take rights groups have come to view the outright purchase of a car has advanadvantage of the 1965 Voting Rights act as the nation's most important tages and disadvantages."
Buying a house is worse. The nearAct by asking the federal government civil rights law, arguing that it allowto disapprove a local election law ed thousands of blacks in the South to demise of the conventional, long-term
change which they say discriminates register, vote and gain political fixed-rate rribetgage and the development of alternative mortgage
in favor of blacks.
power.
The four white Richmond, Va., city
They are waging a campaign to con- packages has opened a pandora's box.
council members,along with 25 white vince Congress to renew the act The confusion can be maddening.
Among the financing possibilities
business and civic leaders, asked the before it expires in August 1982. Many
Justice Department on Tuesday to use white Southerners have argued it is no now available, for example, are the
conventional mortgage, the seller
its authority under the act to block a longer needed.
new redistricting plan for the council.
Tuesday's meeting was the first mortgage, the rollover, graduated,
The whites claimed that the coun- time whites anywhere, much less the variable, contract sale. It doesn't end
cil's five black members unfairly South, ever tried to use the law for there. Variations are possible.
In order to meet the down payment,
their own benefit.
some
buyers accept a short-term setarn-spokesman
Department
—so Justice
John V. Wilson said the group of white cond mortgage from the seller, and
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed leaders met for 90 minutes with Assis- this by itself can have seemingly inand encouraged. All letters must be tant Attorney General William Brad- finite variations.
How does a couple confronted with
signed by the writer and the writer's ford Reynolds, head of the civil rights
this manage to work out the
all
attorneys.
division
other
and
number
must be
address and phone
In the 1980 census,the city of 219,000 countless possibilities? They cannot.
included for verification. The phone
eople was 51.2 percent black, 47 per- The future no-longer is fixed; it may
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and cent white and 1.8 percent other. In vary in unfathomable ways. It indouble-spaced whenever possible the 1970 census, the city was 42 per- volves many more risks.
It's impossible to say how many
and should be on topics of general cent black.
interest.
The redistricting plan has five would-be buyers have backed away
Editors reserve the right to districts with black majorities and when confronted with intricate financing, but you may assume it is in the
condense or reject any letter and four with white majorities.
Heartline is a service for senior stomach upset, emotional upset, itlimit frequent writers.
Wilson, who attended the meeting, many thousands. Retreat under such
citizens.
Its purpose is to answer ques- ching or redness of the eyes, itching,
Address correspondence. to: said the white group argued for a plan conditions can be wisdom.
solve problems. If you have rash, hives or swelling.
tions
and
Editor, The Murray Ledger & with four white-majority districts,
If you have ever had any of these
question
or a problem not answered
a
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
four black-majority districts and one
in these columns, write to Heartline, reactions to any drugs before, be sure
4
'
7 "swing" district in which blacks
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria, to report this to any doctor who is
-- would comprise 49.6 percent' of the
45381. You will receive a prompt prescribing medicine for you. You
Ohio
In the beginning was the word, and
voting age population and an
reply, but you must include a self- may think that it has nothing to do
the word was with God, and the
estimated 45 percent of registered
addressed, stamped envelope. The with a particular prescription, but if
word was God John 1:1
ABOUT THIS PAGE
The fact of the eternality of a Tri
Editorials, columns and other voters.
most useful replies will be printed in your reaction happened to have been
The group said the redistricting une Cod is supported throughout
caused by codeine and a doctor is
opinionated articles on this page are
this column.
submitted for federal approval Scripture There is never a question
HEARTLINE: I have just returned prescribing Tylenol No. 3, for exampresented for the purpose of plan
abridge the right about it
providing a forum for the free would intentionally
from the hospital, where I spent ple, you would be receiving a drug
race and would
to
vote
on
account
of
exchange of differing opinions.
days from a severe reaction to which does have a small amount of cocity
on
Mairay Ledger & Times twelve
We at The Murray Ledger & guarantee a black majority the
a prescribed medication. There was deine in it, even though the name
said.
Times strongly believe that to limit council forever, Wilson
no way that I could mistake the fact doesn't tell this.
USPS306-700,
should be
race
said
no
whites
The
Publisher
Our "Heartline's Almanac for Older
Walter I. Apperson
oninionated articles to only those
that
the medicine made me ill, since I
.
. R. Gene McCutcheon
guaranteed a majority on the council Editor
Americans"
contains a very good
editorial
the
parallel
hardly
could
which
was swollen all over and
The Murray Ledger & Miles is published
philosophy of this newspaper would in a situation where the population every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, move. I am sure that many drugs, chapter called "You and Your
was so close to an equal split, -Wilson Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivbe a disservice to our readers.
even common, over-the-counter ones, Medicine", which tells you what to
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St.,
added.
Therefore, we encourage readers
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
people to have reactions, or side ask your doctor about each drug you
cause
Under the Voting Rights Act, elec- Murray, Ky. 42071
who do not agree with an editorial
effect, that they don't even notice as are taking, what to ask your pharSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
states and parts
stand or the ideas presented by an toral changes in nine
much. I am certainly going to pay macist, side effects of certain specific
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance
in
adapproved
must
be
others
of
13
By mail in Calloway County and to Renton, Harindividual writer in a column or
attention to my body's reaction drugs, how to store your medicines,
closer
Justice Depart- din, Mayfield, Sedaba and Farmington, Ky.. and
other article, to respond with their vance either by the
from this point on. etc. This book also contains chapters
medications
to
Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn.. $24.50 per
I ment or the U.S. District Court for the
feelings on the particular issues '
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Bible Thought

Willard Ails, pharmacist at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
was named "Pharmacist of the Year"
by the Kentucky Pharmaceutical
Association at the state convention in
Louisville on Aug. 17.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Florence McCuiston,75.
The Lutheran Kindergarten will
open on Sept. 7 with Mrs. Leeser
Horan as teacher, according to the
Rev. Robert A. Brockhoff, church
minister and kindergarten supervisor.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William W. Fandrich, Aug.
6, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Toy Blagg,
Aug. 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Cole, Aug. 17, and twin girls to Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Curtis Gore, Aug. 15.
Miss Sheila Cunningham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cunningham,
was married to Teddy Lynn Cohoon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Cohoon, on
Aug. 5 at the Memorial Baptist Church.
Mesdames Harold Fones, Jerry
Kirkland, Billy Bazzell, Jimmy
Wilson, and Charles Coleman, all
members of the Kirksey Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association, attended
the School of Instruction of the First
District PTA held at Bob's
Smorgasbord in Marshall County.
•

20 Years Ago

Robert Wayne Ezell, Murray Route
6, and member of the College High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America, is one of 12 Kentucky
FFA members who have been recommended to receive the organization's
highest degree, American Farmer.
The Keniana Lake Shore Subdivision opened today. It is located five
miles from New Concord on Highway
444 near Hamlin.
Paul Poyner will be speaker on Aug.
20 at the annual Old Salem Graveyard
Day, according to Lowry Parker,
committee chairman for the
cemetery.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr.and Mrs.
Louie Duncan, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rollie Stratton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Toy Barnett, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Ross.
Bobby Joe Sims of Los Angeles,
Cal., will be the speaker at the gospel
meeting at the Almo Church of Christ.
He is a teacher at the George Pepperding College.
Bank money orders, another first
for Murray, are available at Peoples
Bank.

30 Years Ago
The Walking Blood Bank started at
the Murray Hospital under the sponsorship of the VFW Post of Murray
and The Ledger & Times,is now in the
stage where every, person in town is
urged to participate as the hospital is
now ready for mass typing of blood
donors.
Deaths reported include Wildy H.
Cope,55.
Robbie J. Parks, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Olive Parks of Lynn Grove,
was named Farm Bureau Queen of
Calloway County at the annual picnic.
Blondavene Moore of Hazel was second.
Robert B. Miller, 19, of 1622 Miller
Avenue, Murray, has been invited to
attend the Plymouth Motor Corporation's Fifth International Model Plane
Contest, Aug. 22 to 27.
The Calloway County Homemakers
will meet Aug. 22 at the Murray
Woman's Club House with Mrs. T. B.
Culpepper, president, presiding.
Fay Nell Flora is attending the national Woodmen convention at Los
Angeles, Cal.

T()(1ay• In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 19, the
231st day of 1981. There are 134 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 19, 1934, a German
plebiscite approved the vesting of sole
executive power in Adolf Hitler as
Fuhrer.
On this date:
In 1940, Italian forces took British
Somaliland from British forces in
World War II.
In 1960, a Moscow court convicted
American U-2 pilot Francis Gary
Powers of espionage and sentenced
him to 10 years in prison.
In 1973, George Papadopoulos was
sworn in as the first president of
Greece.
And in 1977, China's Conununist
party, holding its first Congress since
the death of chairman Mao tse-Tung,
elected a new central committee.
Ten years ago: AFL-CIO President
George Meany said he had "absolutely no faith" in President Nixon's ability to manage the U.S. economy.
Five years ago: President Gerald
Ford was nominated at the
Republican National Convention to
seek a full term in office. Ford picked
Kansas Sen. Bob Dole as his running
mate.
One year ago: A Saudi Arabian
jetliner caught fire shortly after taking off.from Riyadh, killing all 265
persons on board.
Today's birthday: Jockey Willie
Shoemaker is 50 years old.
Thought for Today: It is never too
late to be what you might have been.
— George Eliot, British novelist (18191880).
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Japan To Restrict Imports Of California Fruit Today
through Texas to the
Southeast.
And in Florida, another
round of aerial spraying of

Bylbe Associated Press
Japan said it would begin
restricting imports of
California fruit today, fearing a fruit fly infestation
would be carried across the
Pacific, and state legislators
began hinting of support for
"retaliatory trade restrictions."
As the Japanese boycott
went into effect, several
states renewed calls for a
domestic quarantine of all
California produce susceptible to the Mediterranean
fruit fly.
Texas filed suit Tuesday
against the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to force a total
ban, saying the fruit and
vegetables are trucked

malathion was to begin today, with the pesticide to be
targeted on an area near
downtown Tampa, not far

an additional population of
about 8,000. Had the annexation gone through, it would
have increased Madisonville's population to about
25,000.
The annexation was
cancelled because of the loss
of federal money intended to
improve streets and extend
water and sewer lines into

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) —
A college financial aid director says that his and other offices are being overwhelmed
with loan applications from
students trying to beat to
Oct. 1 deadline for new
federal restrictions on the
loans.
"There could be some
panic borrowing involved,"
said Blake Tanner, financial
aid director at the University of Louisville.
' Tanner said he and his
staff are working nights and
weekends to keep pace with
the paperwork involved in
processing up to 75 applications a day.
By early August, Tanner's
office already had processed
about 3,000 loan applications, as many as the office
handled during all of the last
academic year.

need."
Many extremely needed
students are applying for
loans for the first time
because their grants,in most
cases, are smaller this year
and won't cover increased
cost of tuition, fees, books
and room and board.
Some
middle-class
students who are not poor
enough to qualify for grants
are borrowing just to be
safe.
Financial aid counselors
are telling needy students
that they better get their applications filed by the end of
August if they want money
for this school year and want
to beat the Oct. 1 date for
changes in the loan rules.
Some changes include:
—A loan origination fee.
Effective Sunday, students
will pay a 5 percent loan
origination fee for a
guaranteed student loan.
This will affect every student who hasn't received
notice Of loan approval by
Sunday.
—Pell Grant reductions.
Because of federal budget
cuts and tightening of
eligibility rules, almost
every student needing a
federal Pell Grant will get a
smaller amount this year,
compared to last year. This
already has gone into effect.
—Reductions in campusbased programs such as
grants and loans. One
university official said she's
"cutting up the baby like
Solomon," trying to make
her pot of aid money go as
far as possible.
It's the same story all over
the state because there's just
not enough money to go

around.
State officials said that
about $6 million in state
grants for 16,000 students in
public and 5,000 students in
private schools isn't enough
to cover the students' needs.
Students may be forced to
"shop down" for a college,
said Paul Borden, chief of
the state's financial
assistance program.
For example, students
planning to attend a highpriced school out of state
might have to choose a
cheaper state school or
perhaps live at home while
attending a local, private
school.
Borden said it's just a matter of time before the reduced money available for college students will limit their
choices and mean that some
won't be able to attend at all.

vow um um ism

MIAMI (AP) — Tropical
storm Dennis drifted over
the Atlantic Ocean early today after dumping up to 13
inches of rain on southern
Florida,and forecasters said
it could pick up enough
strength to become a hurricane by nightfall.
The mid-season storm was
just off Florida's northeastern coast and was
moving northward at 10 mph
with its highest winds about
50 mph — still 25 mph short
of hurricane status.
Forecasters at the National Hurricane Center in
Miami warned that if Dennis
developed as anticipated and
stayed on its projected
course it could threaten the
coasts of Georgia and the
Carolinas.
At6 a.m. EDT,the storm's
center was near latitude 30.0
north,longitude 80.94gest, or
about 40 mild' east
southeast of JacIntonville.
Top winds remained mainly
to the east of the storm
center.
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Dennis Drifts
Over Water
evacuate
flooded
neighborhoods southwest of
Miami Tuesday.
Gov. Bob Graham called
out units of the Florida National Guard to aid in the
evacuation of homes in
southwestern Dade County.
About 70 people were moved
from their homes Tuesday,
and local officials opened
three storm shelters.
Dennis had picked up
speed in the afternoon after
stalling for more than 24
hours over the Everglades.
The storm's rains tapered
off in Florida in the afternoon. But nearly 13 inches of
rain fell in the Miami community of West Kendall in
the 24 hours ending at 8 p.m.
Tuesday. In Homestead, 35
miles southwest of Miami,
10.02 inches fell, forcing
residents of trailer parks
and subdivisions to move to
higher ground. Miami
received 4.01 inches of rain
and West Palm Beach
received 3.73.

A $500 Rebate on Any 1981 Ford
Courier, Van,or Truck,or a
$700 Robot* On
Any 4x4 or
—Bronco

•
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By STEPHEN C.SMITH
Associated Press Writer

500 84 $700 Rebates
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MADISONVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Federal budget cuts
have ended plans by the city
of Madsonville to annex an
area of land that would have
increased the town's population by almost 50 percent.
Mayor Charlotte Baldwin
said Tuesday that the city is
scrapping plans for the annexation of 5,942 acres and

RUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUCKS•TRUC S

Madisonville Annex Plans
Ended By Federal Cuts

Students Scramble For Loans

After Oct. 1, the lowinterest
federally
guaranteed student loans
will be available only to
students who can document
their needs and prove that
their families have an adjustment gross income of no
more than $30,000.
But until Oct. 1, any student can apply for the loans,
which carry a 9 percent interest rate and don't have to
be paid back until after the
students leave school.
Officials said some other
students want to get one last
crack at a good deal: a lowinterest loan you don't have
to pay back until you've
finished school.
"People could see the
changes coming," said Tanner. "They're borrowing out
of panic than out of possibly

from where five medflies have blamed California for and the island of Yap have
imposed sweeping emwere found. The area is just the infestation.
bargoes of California prowest of Florida's lucrative
Japan's
agriculture
citrus belt. State officials ministry,fearing the fruit fly duce, but none is a major
would spread to the Orient, market for the state.
Okawara met Tuesday in
said it would restrict all
Washington
with Deputy
citrus and other fleshy fruit
from California as of today. Secretary of State William
No restrictions, however, Clark on Japan's embargo,
have been placed on fruit and President Reagan's
-awr
loaded for shipment to Japan press spokesman, Larry
Speakes,
said
in
Los
Angeles
the annexed areas, accor- before today.
Japan is the largest the USDA had tried to perding to Mrs. Baldwin.
foreign buyer of California suade Japanese officials to
limit the boycott.
She said the annexation produce. Last year, it imA hearing is scheduled
ported
about
$170
million
in
measure probably would
Saturday
in US. District
have wound up on the products that are potential Court in Dallas on the suit filhosts
for
the
mealy.
PRESENTS BOOKS — Joanna Sykes,(center) librarian,
November ballot, but she felt
Gray Davis, Gov. Edmund ed by Texas Attorney and Jerry Ainley (left) principal look over a selection of
it would have passed that
General Mark White against
test. Under state law,annex- Brown Jr.'s chief of staff, the USDA to force it to books presented to the Calloway County High School
said
Tuesday
Brown
told
ation plans can be defeated if
quarantine the entire state of Library by James Williams (right), former owner of the
75 percent of the registered Japanese Ambassador California and
fumigate all Murray Ledger and Times. The books are from Mr.
voters in the affected area Yoshio Okawara that produce bound from Califor- William's personal collection and cover a variety of
although Brown opposes
vote against annexation.
subjects.
trade restrictions, there is nia to Texas:
"I don't believe 75 percent strong sentiment among
T UCKS•TRUCK •T
• II S•TRUCKS•TRIPCKS•TRIOCKS•TRIICKS•TRUCKS•
of the registered voters California legislators for
would turn out, much less retaliatory restrictions on
vote against annexation," Japanese products if the
she said.
boycott were imposed.
No specific legislation was
But annexation, even if
Now Tbreegh Soptanimw 136 Receive
passed, -would be a real mentioned by Brown to the
Japanese,
Davis
added.
concern if it passed," she
Japan's move comes more
said. "The federal funds just
wouldn't be there. I could not than 14 months into Califorlive with inadequate service nia's battle against the
to people forced by the str- medfly, which can attack
ingent voting requirement to more than 200 varieties of
fruits and vegetables.
be part of the city."
Although the state has
Instead, she said, areas sprayed more than 700
•
wishing to be annexed into square
miles
with
the city "will have to show malathion, imposed quaranwhy they should be brought tines and spent 956 million to
in. It won't be the city fight the insect, the fly has
reaching out to them."
continued to spread. Last
l_mlawellwaso
Although the current plan week, it was discovered in
is dead, Mrs. Baldwin said the state's richest fruitthe city will "pursue a pro- growing area, the San Joagram of annexation in the quin Valley.
INCORPORATED
011
State officials fear other
future as the financial
151 Male 152.3273
means of our city will per- nations may follow Japan's
lead. South Korea, Taiwan
mit."
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Ahhhh! Pads
Start Popping
In Racer Camp
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
• Tuesday was like a new
day dawning for Racer head
coach Frank Beamer and a
large portion of the 1981 Murray State squad.
Yesterday marked the
first day of pads for the football team and the first look
the Racer coaching staff has
had of the freshmen recruits
and walkons in a controlled
scrimmage situation.
"Overall I was pleased
with the way they performed
but it's a lot different watching them as a head coach
now instead of just watching
a certain position," Beamer
said. "It's the first time I've
just stood back and watched
the team as a whole —
there's quite a difference."
In their first appearance in
a game situation the rookies
and walkons "made 1,001
mistakes," according to
Beamer, but the first-year
head coach wasn't disappointed.
"We're short on defensive
backs and several of the
freshmen looked good back
there today," Beamer said.
Earmarked for attention

Lakers Kickoff
Football Season

were freshman defensiveback Allan Arrington
from Hyattsville, Md.,
quarterback Sean Mahoney
and Villanova transfer tight
end Bart Robinson.
Shelby County defensive
guard Scott Wilson also
received his share of praise
along with defensive end
Charles Parrott.
All-in-all the defense appeared to have the upper
hand during the workout as
it prevented any scoring,
while intercepting one pass
for a touchdown.
The team had been practicing one-on-one drills
earlier Tuesday and went into the team drills to cap off
the afternoon. Thursday the
varsity will conduct a
similar scrimmage in the
afternoon.

CAAARU NCH! — Freshman linebacker Woody Clad((50)from Indianapolis and defensive end Homer Stevens
(23)of Cadiz, Ky., give freshman running back Jimmy Leake (21 white jersey) of Ridgley, Tenn., a Racer defensive welcome during the freshman-walkon scrimmage Tuesday. The young racer defense got the best of
things during the brief workout behind Roy Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

"Today Tuesday) was
our first day in pads and it's
really a change. You get used to seeing these guys in
shorts and shirts and they're
so fluid and smooth. Now
there's a lot of stumbling and
bumping around. But
everyone'll shape up soon
enough," Beam% said.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When Calloway County
High School travels to Fulton
County Friday night the
area's prep football season
will officially begin at 8 p.m.
CCHS coach Sam Harp
and the 1981 edition of the
Lakers will take on their
Class A foe, who took the
sweet end of a 9-6 encounter
last year.
"We made one big mistake
last year," said Laker assistant coach John Orr, We
broke their quarterback's
arm. After that they went into the shotgun formation and
beat us on a 67-yard pass."
Harp agreed the Fulton
Countians caught his squad
napping last year, but
predicts a different outcome
this go-round.
"If our defense plays like

Changes Offer More
Opportunities For
Area Soccer Players
Changes in the MurrayCalloway County Soccer
Association will bring about
more opportunities for more
kids to play this fall. The
league, expanded to five age
divisions this season, offers
play for youngsters from
five to 18 years old.

-

Saturday the association is
sponsoring a registration
day where all youngsters interested in playing this year
must return their forms and
fees. The registration acceptance period will begin at 9
a.m. and continue until 1
p.m. at the old city park
shelter. Saturday is the final
'day to register.
Anyone unable to return
their registration forms on
Saturday should contact
Ky., and defensive guard Jim Hearn (52), a freshman from
boys league president Bruce
GOTTCHA AGAIN — (Right photo) Freshman tailback jimLouisville. (Left photo) Murray State head coach Frank
Christensen, 1552 Oxford
my Leake (21) drew much of the defensive attention
Dr., Murray, 753-0753, or
Beamer (at left with hat) and defensive assistant coach
Tuesday when freshman tailback Marcus Moss of
girls league president Jerry
Mike Clark keep a.close watch for potential Racer starters
Mayfield was sidelined due to a stomach ailment. Putting
Bolls, 1533 London Dr., Muramong the rookie crop.
the wraps on Leake are linebacker Woody Clark (50),
ray,
753-8376.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
freshman defensive back Ralph Robinson (1) of Frankfort,
Among the changes in the
association this year is the
restructured
divisions.
Children 5-6 years old (197576 birthdate) will play in the
coed league; 7-9 year olds
legal costs if its battle with "astonished" that the CFA
The CFA includes all ma- believing they are going to (1972-74 birthdate) will be in
By DOUG TUCKER
the NCAA goes to court, rais- would enter into such an jor independents and five rip and tear at the structure
AP Sports Writer
ing a storm of controversy in agreement. And Andy conferences — the Big Eight, of the NCAA with complete
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) the war over control of foot- Geiger, athletic director at Southeastern, Southwest, indifference to the conStanford, termed the news Western Athletic and Atlan- sequences," he said. "I think
— The College Football ball television rights.
tic Coast, The Big Ten and they're going to have second
Ohio State President "incredible."
Association has confirmed
TENNIS
Pac-10, of which Ohio State thoughts real quick when
that NBC would pay half the Harold Enarson said he was
MASON, Ohio (AP) —
Neanwhile, Charles M. and Stanford
are members, they see who is pulling the Jimmy Connors
topped firstNeinas, CFA executive do not belong.
strings and when they see round opponent Van Winitdirector, said the oranization
Chief executive officers of they would be in partnership sky 6-1,
6-3 in the $200,000
might shorten the threethe Big Ten and Pac-10 in a legal situation against Association
of Tennis Proweek
"reconsideration schools
met in Denver last the institution they belong fessionals championship.
period" in which CFA
weekend and issued a state- to."
TORONTO ( AP) — Hana
schools can change the ballot
ment reaffirming their supEnarson and Geiger said Mandlikova
of
they cast Friday. All 61 CFA
port of the NCAA. While the the CFA has urged their con- Czechoslovakia
routed South
members will gather in
NCAA has maintained a low ferences to join since it was Africa's Yvonne
Vermaark
Atlanta Friday to vote on
profile this week, Big Ten formed five years ago.
6-4, 6-0 in a second-round
whether to ratify a four-year
and Pac-10 presidents have
television deal with NBC.
been on the phone urging
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP ) — for N -V Farms of
The NCAA has reached presidents of CFA schools to
Defending five-gaited world Lawrenceville, Ga. Candle
grand champion Imperator Dance, ridden by Bob Ruxer, agreement with ABC and vote against adoption of the
makes his first appearance won the reserve champion- CBS for the same period, CFA plan and avoid a
1982-85, and has said it would possiby destructive confronat the Kentucky State Fair ship.
World Championship Horse
The Proprietor, handled begin disciplinay action tation.
Enarson predicted many
Show when he shows in the by Larry Hodge, won the against any schools that
five-gaited gelding stake.
ASHBA Kentucky Futurity adopt the NBC-CFA plan. of the CFA presidents would
This could lead to a split of be repelled by the CFA-NBC
Among Imperator's major competition, while Francis the CFA schools
from the alliance.
the First won the Harness
challengers will be French
NCAA,4o situation many "When the chips are down
Ponies
(stallions
and
Wine and French CornCFA and NCAA supporters and the presidents of these 61
mander, who finished second geldings) division for driver alike say could lead to institutions see
what's, inRobinson.
Bill
and third, respectively, in
athletic chaos.
volved, I have difficulty
the gelding class and the
Cavalleria, ridden by
five-gaited championship Ellen Ogletree, won the first
ANT GM STA/APED We are not "Fly-By-Nighters"
last year.
'division of the Junior ExUNF-14K-/81-221f only in town overnight to take
Big Bird, one of Im- hibitor Three-Gaited Stake,
@RAMOS OIAINS MIDAILIONS
your money. We've been trusted
NXII` WA1045 OINIAt 001.0
perator's old rivals in five- while the second division
in Paducah for 69 years.
gaited competition, was a went to Another Melody and
We'll
winner Tuesday in his new rider Mellisa Moore.
discipline during competiPay You DIAMONDS
D. raw I. I
crrO
tion at Freedom Hall, Big
Janet's Doll, driven by
WANTED
&men&
Bird, under the guidance of Jimmy Robertson, won the
trainer-drivier Tom Moore, Junior Roadster Ponies comwop the fine-harness stallion petition, while Sky Watch
( WIN I OAR `r 10.00 m )I lOft p.m
and gelding stake for its and rider Mitch Clark won
Freddie
P.
owner, Lenore Farms of San the JAnior Five-Gaited
Allgood
Diego.
A Moclarn Woodmen'
(stallion or gelding).

CFA TV Ramifications Threaten NCAA

the second division; 10-11
year olds (1970-71 birthdate I
will be in the third division;
12-13 year olds (1968-69 birthdate) will make up the
fourth division; and finally
14-18 year olds 11964-67 birthdate) will play 'club soccer.'
Both boys and girls will
play in the fall and both
leagues are planning short
spring sessions.
Outside competition has
already been arranged for
all leagues (except 5-6 year
olds). Included on the
schedules are teams from
Martin and Paris, Tenn.,
Calvert City, Ft.Campbell,
and Hopkinsville.
The local association has
recently affiliated with the
statewide association, Kentucky Youth Soccer Association (KYSA), an affiliate of
the United States Soccer
Federation
(USSF ).
Through the membership in
KYSA the Murray association will be eligible to send
teams to the state open cup
tournament with the opportunity to play national level
tournaments existing.
Both boys and girls will be
eligible for tournament play.

Sports, Briefly

1

Imperator Defends His
5-GaitedChampionship
At Kentucky State Fair

The Honest Way.

CASH
NOW!

Can you afford
retirement?

Sultan's Santana, driven
Apellu sh8and
- , driven
by Don Judd, was named Mrs. Kenneth
Wheeler, wag
reserve champion.
the Ladies Hackney- Ponies
Ivory Coast, ridden by Van, and,Mr. B., ridden by
Redd Crabtree, won the -David Becker, took the
$2.500 five-gaited mare stake Three-Gaited competition

retirement _plan_ 1909 Westwood
Mutray, K.-42O71
can • ionlp.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Fraternal
HOME OFFICE •

Life Insurance

-

NCPk IlhoppIng Car.

match at the $200,000
Player's Challenge tournament.
In other matches, Virginia
Ruzici of Romania beat
Anne Smith 4-6, 7-6, 6-1.

they're capable of, I don't
think Fulton County will be
able to do to us this year
what they did last year,"
Harp said.
The game will be the first
for both squads with Fulton
County having the hometown
edge. . . except when Harp
is talking.
"We don't think playing on
someone else's turf will
make that much difference.
We're planning on having a
lot of fan support up there
and it's the number of fans
that'll make the edge. If
we've got more people up
there than they do it won't
matter where the game's
played," Harp said.
The Lakers will be unveiling their redesigned veer of- fense Friday with junior
quarterback Tim Brown at
the controls. Brown was injured in the game with Murray High last year, but will
be running 100 percent this
fall.
Completing the Iformation with Brown will
be senior fullback Tommy
Workman and junior runningback Jeff Garrison.
Overall the Lakers were
overlooked when size was
being handed out, but Harp
and his staff have installed a
quick-look attack on both
sides of the ball to compensate for an over-abundance
of under-sizers.
Defensively CMS runs a
five-man front which
operates much like a splitfour attack. Stunting and execution will tell the tale for
the defense's success.
"We can't sit and read on
defense or we'll get blown
out," Harp said, then added,
"There are chances you take
when you stunt, but we've
been working hard on fundamentals and proper pursuit angles that should help
us out. Overall we're so
small, we only have a couple
of guys who're over 200
pounds, we have to do
something that favors our
quickness."
Promising players in the
Lakers' defensive scheme
will be co-captains Tony
Hendon, a 5-11, 155-pound,
senior middle linebacker
and Workman, who plays the
left outside linebacker slot at
5-10, 170-pounds.
"We're not going to go
with team captains all year
long because it's hard to
single out any one or two
athletes we feel will be above
the rest of the team.
Everyone's capable in his
respective position. Instead
we're going to go week by
week and select the guys
who have done the best job
the previous game," Harp
said.
Offensively, Fulton County
operates a multiple attack
with "plenty of surprises to
shoot at you," says Harp.
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Mets Enjoy Early Valentine; Ball Bounces Funny For Ainge
N

ational League

By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
When the New York Mets
got a Valentine on May 29, it
was like giving Dave
Kingman a Christmas present.
Ellis Valentine has had only sporadic success since being acquired from Montreal
just two weeks before the
players' strike, but Kingman
says that his own power
groove was given a big boost
by having Valentine batting
behind him in the lineup.
In the last 16 games before
the strike and eight games
after, Kingman has 12 home
runs and 25 runs batted in,
including two solo homers
and a run-scoring double as
the Mets blanked the Atlanta
Braves 4-0 Tuesday night.
In my mind it's an immense advantage knowing a
threat like that is behind
me," said Kingman, who
bats fourth in the Mets'
lineup ahead of. Valentine.
"Prior to and just after the•
strike I've been getting pitches to hit. -To me, he's
1Valentine) been a big
help."
Kingman's homers,in support of the combined six-hit
pitching of Ed Lynch and
Neil Allen, were his 17thand
18th of the strike-shortened
season, tying him with Mike
Schmidt for the major
league lead.
In other National League
games, Los Angeles blanked

shD
ut°
usutty. Baker, who extended his consecutive-game hitting streak to 15, had two
run-scorbm singles for Los
Angeles and Ken Landreaux
added a two-run single.
Reds t,Phillies 1
Toni Seaver outdueled
State Carlton, surrendering
only four hits in 81-3 innings
to pace Cincinnati In a battle
of three-time Cy Young
Award winners.
Seaver, 8-2, had a threehitter through eight innings,
but needed relief help in the
ninth. Carlton, 9-3, gave up
two runs in the sixth on a
run-scoring single by Ray
Knight and the first of two
sacrifice flies by Sam Mejias. .
Astros6,Expos 3
Houston, 6-3 in the second
half, took over first place in
the West as Cesar Cedeno
knocked in three runs with
two singles and Bob Knepper
blanked Montreal for 82-3 in-

Chicago 5-0,Jan Francisco
edged Pittsburgh 4-2, Cincinnati tripped Philadelphia 3-1,
San Diego nipped St. Louis 43 and Houston beat Montreal
4-2.
Kinginan's Rill double
came in the first inning off
loser Rick Mahler, 3-3. It
scored Mookie Wilson, who
had singled and stole second.
Kingman got both of his
home runs off rehever John
Montefusco, on the first
pitch of the sixth and eighth
innings. 3oth shots carried
into the left field seats.
Lynch, 2-3, allowed five
hits in 72-3 innings before he
was relieved by Allen with
two runners on base in the
eighth. Allen retired Bob
Horner on a grounder to end
that threat and went on to
earn his 10th save.
The Mets, 17-34 before the
strike, are showing new life
in
second season. They
have won six of their eight
starts and are in firsl place
by a half game in the NI,
East.
Atlanta, now 5-3, was making its home debut in the second half and drew a crowd
of only 7,566 in chilly 68degree 'weather. The Braves
BY TOM CANA VAN
averaged almost twice that
Associated Press Writer
number in 27 home dates
NEW YORK
API —
before the 50-day strike.
Baseball's second season
Dodgers 5,Cubs0
marked' the return of the
Burt Hooton allowed no strike-marred
national
Chicago runners past second pastime, but its controverbase as he pitched a four- sial format also has brought
hitter for his lith career negotiators for the owners
and players together again.
.And first signs are not
good.
Marvin Miller said Tues- day night that baseball's
hierarchy thad prosposed a
Thurelay's Games
revised plan for deciding
.ini
Baltimore at
Baston at Ckikland, in
winners in the second half of
Cleveland at &attle, in i
the season, but the union
(ally games scheduled
NATIONAL LEAGUE
found the new format
EAST
"favorable only in part.
W L
Pet. CB
Commissioner Bowie
New N'ork
6 2 .750
Louus
5 2 .714
'2
Kuhn, American League
4 3 .571 P2
Montreal
President Lee MacPhall and
Chicago
4 5 .444 2'2
x-Philadelphia
2 6 .250 4
.National League counterPittsburgh
2 7 .222 9'2
part Chub Feeney met TuesWEST
day, but did not announce a
Houston
6 3 667
Atlanta
5 3 .625
new- format for the split
x-Los Angeks
5 4 .266 1 •
season. A spokesman for the
San Fnintasto
5 4 .46 1
Oncinnati
4 4
.500 l'2
commissioner hoped he
San Diego
2 .7 .2= 4
would be able to release
x-FirA-half division winner
something today.
Tuniday's Games
Lai_Angeles 5, Chuag. o 0
Miller, exectitite director
San Francisco 4. Pittsburgh 2
ofthe Major League Players
New York 4. Atlanta .0.
Cincinnati 3, Philadelphia 1 Association, said the union
San Diego 4. Siltau..s .3
would have to approve any
Hamann 4. Maltreat 2
Wednesday's Games
change in the second season
los Angelis !Gritz 2-0; at Chicago
"because we are
formal
Krakow 3-6
dealing with a contractual
San Francisco [Ripley 4-1i at Pitts-

Tuesday's Games
Milwaukee 36, Texas 18
New York 4, Chicago'0
Detroit 3 Minnesota 0
Tororto 5, Kansas City 3
Baltimore 6, California 5
Oakland 3. Boston 2, 15 uvurwa
Cleveland 5, Seattle 2
Wednesday's Games
Chicago (Dotson 8.31 at New Torii
Llohn 64), in)
Minnesota (Jacicion 1-1) at Detroit
Schatzeder 461, (n)
Toronto (Bereeiguer 1-4i at Kansas (Sty
Leonard 7-7), n
Milwaukee (Slaton 441 at Texas ( Medich 5-3),
Baltimore (Flanagan 8-41at California
Benito 4-3
Boston
Tanana 3-4) at Oakland
Keough 6-3i, in
Cleveland Waits e4 at Seattle (Abbott
2-1), in

burgh t.O.Jones 06 or Scurry 2-31, Int
New York Stott 3.5 at Atlanta i Boggs
2-10!, ,nJ
Philadelphia fChnstenson 3.61 4 Cincinnati I Berenyi 5•3i,
San Diego Eichelberger 6-3, at
SLInuia 6.1o.Martin
Montreal (Sandersan 6-3i at Houston
Han 6.Ji.Ini
• llawsday's Game
New York at Atlanta. I m
Only game scheduled

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Rick Leach was a football
hero and Danny Ainge made
his fame in basketball in college.
Now the ball is bouncing in
a different direction for both
of them, as they seek to
make it big in baseball. And
Tuesday night, both did well
on the diamond.
"I know I have major
league ability and I know I
can play," said Leach after
his three-run homer helped
the Detroit Tigers beat the
Minnesota Twins 3-0.
"I'm a winner," added
Leach after blasting his first
major league homer. "All I
can compare tonight with is
beating Ohio State and going
to the Rose Bowl."
Leach starred at quarterback for the University of
Michigan.

Ainge, an All-Arnerica
basketball
player for
Brigham Young University,
has been struggling with the
Toronto Blue Jays. But Tuesday night, he reached base
four times to help his team
beat the Kansas City Royals
5-3.
"Basketball can't help but
be on my mind when people
keep bringing it up," said
Ainge.
Ainge's three singles
against the Royals raised his
average to .199.
In other American League
action, Milwahkee beat
Texas 3-1 in the first game of
a doubleheader before dropping the nightcap 8-6, the
New York Yankees blanked
Chicago 4-0, Baltimore edged California 6-5, Cleveland
trimmed Seattle 5-2 and
Oakland beat Boston 3-2 in 15
innings.

TRANSACTIONS

term. It is no different than
changing any other term of
employment."
Miller said he was given a
"piece of paper" by Ray
Grebey, the owners' chief
negotiator, Monday afternoon, outlining a proposed
new format for the second
half of the season.
"We found it acceptable
only in part. We're still talking," Miller said. He did not
reveal the contents of the
proposals.

the season and thus qualified
for the divisional playoffs.
The format also set up a
system for deciding opponents for those teams in
the division playoffs. The
guideline provided that if
any of those four teams
finished first in the poststrike portion of the season,
the club in the division with
the second-best percentage
for te entire year would meet
the first-half winner in the
best of five series for the
divisional title.
Grebey said the proposals
The controversy reached a
he gave Miller were not peak when Chicago Manager
final.
Tony LaRussa said he would
"We did not give Marvin
the final format for the secopd half of the season, just
a few suggestions to think
about," said Grebey from
his home in Connecticut.

favor forfeiting games to
make the playoffs.
When Kuhn heard
LaRussa's comments and
sirniliar remarks by St.Louis
Manager Whitey Herzog, he
pledged to revise the system
or at least make an adjustment in it to preclude the
possibility of a team losing to
get ahead.
Some possibilities mentioned for dealing with the
second season were giving a
team that wins both halves
of the season a bye into the
league championship or
scrapping the split-season
format entirely.

Leach's homer came in the phrey added a two-run single
sixth inning and it was all the in the seventh. The Yankee;
runs Detroit needed as Mtlt scored their final run in the
Wilcox and Kevin Saucier eighth on Oscar Gamble's
combined on a six-hitter. RBI double.
The victory was Detroit's
Guidry, 7-3, allowed three
fifth in a row, matching the Chicago hits over the first
Tigers' longest streak of the six innings. He did not walk a
season, while sending the batter while striking out
Twins to their fifth straight seven and has pitched 11
defeat.
scoreless innings since the
Steve Kemp drew a walk season resumed, yielding onoff Minnesota starter Roger ly four hits and fanning 15.
Erickson, 3-8, in the Detroit
Orioles 6, Angels 5
sixth and went to third on
Scott McGregor survived a
Kirk Gibson's two-out double rocky start to pitch
before Leach lashed Rcger Baltimore over California
Erickson's first pitch for his with relief help from Sammy
game-winning homer.
Stewart. It was the leftWilcox, 8-5, allowed all six hander's seventh straight
Minnesota hits in eight inn- victory over the Angels,
ings before Saucier took over dating back to early 1979.
in the ninth.
McGregor, 8-2, allowed
Luis Leal, 4-8, was the win- three runs and five hits in the
ner with relief help from Roy first two innings but then
Lee Jackson, who came in recovered with Stewart's
with two out in the eighth relief help.
and gained his sixth save.
Angel second baseman
Bobby Grich extended his
Brewers 3-6, Rangers 1-8
Ben Oglivie hit a three-run hitting streak to an AL high
homer in the first inning and 20 games with a run-scoring
Moose Haas scattered seven single in the first inning.
hits in 71-3 innings as
Indians 5, Mariners 2
Milwaukee stopped Texas in
Andre Thornton's pinchthe first game of their hit home run leading off the
doubleheader. Haas, 7-4, seventh inning triggered
recording his first victory Cleveland past Seattle.
over Texas since 1979, need- Thornton hit a 3-2 pitch from
ed eighth-inning relief help Seattle's Bryan Clark, 2-3,
from Jamie Easterly and into the left field seats after
Rollie Fingers, who pitched Seattle had tied the game 2-2
out of a one-out, bases- in the bottom of the sixth on
loaded jam and went on to Richie Zisk's RBI single.
record his 16th save.
A's 3, Red Sox 2
Bill Stein's two-run single
Bill Campbell's wild pitch
keyed a six-run sixth that with the bases loaded in the
propelled Texas over bottom of the 15th inning
Milwaukee in the second scored Jeff Newman from
game.
third base with the winning
Yankees 4, White Sox 0
run as Oakland beat Boston.
Ron Guidry and George
The Red Sox had taken a 2Frazier combined on a six- 1 lead in the top of the 14th on
hitter as New York defeated Julio Valdez's RBI single
Chicago and snapped a four- before Tony Armas tied the
game losing streak.
gaine 2-2 with his 14th home
Bob Watson slammed a run. Bob Owchinko, the third
run-scoring triple off Steve A's pitcher, hurled the last
Trout, 6-4, in the Yankees' 12-3 to improve his record to
first inning and Jerry Mum- 4-2.

PHILCO

Following the settlement
of the 50-day strike, baseball
owners decided on a splitseason formatto•choose divisional winners and hopefully
renew fan interest. Under
the plan, the teams in first
place at the time of the strike
— the Philadelphia Phillies,
Los Angeles Dodgers, New
York Yankees and Oakland
A's — were declared division
winners for the first half of
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Rookie High School
Grid Coaches Debute
In Saturday Games

LOIIISVILLE, Ky.(AP —
One-- Of the 33 new head
BASEBALL
MIAMI DOL2HIN5,-4raited Steve coaches in Kentucky makes
National League
Howell, fullback, to the Philadelphia
CHICAGO CUBS- Placed Bewley Eagles for an undisclosed draft choice. his debut Saturday as the
Eastwick, pitcher, on the 21-day Waived Jeff Allen, cornerback, and state ffigh school football
disabled list.
Bob Rasp,linebacker.
season gets under way.
FOOTBALL
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-ReleasVic Marsh takes his
National Football League
ed Don Hardeman, linebacker; Kevin
ATLANTA FALCONS-Waived Evans, defensive back; Marvin Chris- Ashland team
into the
Bubba Bean, running back; Robert tian, running. back; Conrad Rucker,
Murphy, defensive back; Jellies guard: David Poaey, kicker; and Ken Recreation Bowl at Mount
McDougald and Mike Hawkins, runn- 'Hartley, punter., Placed I.ester Sterling against Leslie Couning backs; Steve Luke, defensive Mickens, wide receiver; Halite Gilpin,
ty. The other game of the
back; Dennis Puha, defensive running back; and Paul Ryczek„lineman; Keith Chappelle. wide senter, or the iajured reserve list. doubleheader, which tradireceiver; Billy Casper, tight end; and Categorized Tinker Owens. aide tionally kicks off the prep
Tom Cooksey and Brad Vassar, receiver,as physically unable to play.
football 'season, pits Fort
linebackers, Placed'Harry Stanback,
NEW YORK GIANTS--Waived
defensive lineman, and Floyd Hodge, Tony Blount and Kelly Saalfeld, Thomas Highlands against
wide receiver, on the injured reserve safeties; Don Paterson, cornerback;
Franklin-Simpson.
list.
-Edward (INiell, running back; Mel
Marsh was an assistant at
CHICAGO BEARS-Signed Noah Hoover, wide receiver; Dave RichardJackson, guard, to two one-year 'con- son, limning back; aid N.L. Edwards, AslItAnd for seven years
tracts.
defensive back. Placed Mike Whitpromotion, which
CLEVELAND BROWNS-Released antis:es linebacker; Eric Felton,cor- before his
Clifton(Mom,linebacker; Ron Crews, nerbaek: and Myron Lapka. defensive *as -triggered by the depardefensive tackle: Flubie Bond. Bob tackle, on the injured reserve list.
ture of Mike Manley to
Lisowski and John Puhalski, tight
NEW YORK JETS-Signed Sam
Morehead State University.
ends; David Booze, Ken Robinson and Bowers,tight end.
Lee Haynes, wide receivers; Bruce
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES-Waiv- Marsh will be following a
Byrom and Dennis McKnight, ed Mike Hogan,fullback; Lather Blue,
where
centers; Henry Foster, running back; wide receiver; Doak Field, tough act at Ashland
Duncan, Manley turned a 1-9 team in
Steve Sybeldon. guard: Doug Wood- :inebacker;
Alan
ward, quarterback, and - Lawrence placekicker; Ken Duriek, tight end; 1979 into a 9-4 club last
Savage, linebacker.
-Mike Schlecbt, punter; Steve
DENVEli BRONCOS-Waived I.M. Ensminger, quarterback; Al Stele- season.
Hipp, Mandel Robinson and Ron ed, offensive tackle; Arlis lathes,
Ashland was 7-1 against
Greene, 'running backs; John Smith defeffsie end: and Charles Piteock, ofschools, losing onKentucky
and David Scott, wide receivers; lloy fensive guard. Placed Bill Bergey.
White, Mel land and Perry Drake, linebacker, on the injured reserve list. ly to Lexington Henry Clay
linebackers; Mike Nolan, defensive PITTSBURGH 21-6 in the Class AAAA
back; Carl Allen, center; Rusty Olson. TTEEIERS--Waived Ted Walton,
defensive lineman; and Roy Geiger, safety: Nelson Bolden and Larry Cof- playoffs.
placelucker. Placed Keith Bishop, fey, running backs; Charles Bruton,
Manley's departure, to
guard, Matt Braswell, tackle; and Am dufensne back; Mike Dombrowski,
(bony Arnold, wide receiver, on the in- tight end, .nd Mike Mayock, safety. Morehead, where he is now
jured reserve lust.
Placed Hick Trocano, quarterback. offensive coordinator, came
DETROIT LIONS-Placed Jesse Steve Felten, linebacker.-.and Ridiy
suddenly.
Thompson, wide receiver; Willie Martin. safety, on the injured reserve
"When he came here (to
Jackson, defensive back; Dennis Hart- h. Traded Steve Furrpess. defensive
man, running back, and Robert tickle, to the Tanipa Bay Buccaneers Ashland), he wanted to go on
WBarnes, defensive lineman, on the
(Or an undisclosed draft choice.
to a college job," Marsh
owed reserve list.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Waived
GREEN BAY PACKERS- Released Botker Rumell, naming back; Hal recalled. "When
the
Frank Reed, safety; Bill Larson, tight 'Stringert, .safety; and Carl MeGee,
job
opened,
he
Morehead
end; Charles Cornelius, cornerback; linebacker.
Rick Kehr. Intensive tackle; Rich
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS- -Waived took it. It happened pretty
Mohr. defensive end; Frank Garcia, Garr.ftuft, quarterback, Stott Hilton. quickly, but it's a great oppunter; and Pete Thompson, wide linebacker; and„Hick Jervals. cornerportunity for me."
receiver.
hack.
1.05 ANGEIES RAMS-Waived Ed-.
ti EDASHINGTON
Before leaving. Ashland,
die Hart, punter: Randy Gill, SKINS-- Waived Bob Raba, tigheend,
Manley
accepted a bid to the
linebacker; William Daniels. defen- Lewis Walker', wale receiver; and Jay
sive end-tackle; Richarp Hersey, run- Moira, defensive back. Placed Phil Recreation Bowl.
ning back; Rick 'Parma._ wide Kessel, quarterback, and (lint Dither,
"Mike wanted to play WA.
rtweiver; and Billy Yam,.and FJbert -fright end,owt .injurod mimetht* •.,
because he and'litItrOf 01Itr
Roberta, defensive backs. Placed Bob
Cobh, defensive end; Greg Meisner,
(OLLEGF
assistants, Don Mcileynplds,
defensive tackle, and George Fanner,
1. RANK LIN -Announi ed
the played
high school ball
wide receiver, on the'injured retierve resignation of Robert Lovell, head
together at Mount Sterling,"
list
basketball coaeh

py

American League

Split Season Format Stirs Up I
More Baseball Controversy

SCOREBOARD
Major League Baseball
Second Half at Seasos
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pet. GB
Detroit
6 3
Milwaukee
7 4
.636 Baltimore
5 3
't
Toronto
5 4 .556 1
z-New Yuri(
4 5 .444 2
Bcston
3 5
375 2,
2
Cleveland
3 7
300 3,2
WEST
x-Cialdand
5 2 , .714
6 3 .667 Seattle
Chicago
5 4
.566 1
Kansas Citi
5 5
500 P2
Texas
4 4. .500 Pi
Minnesota
3 7 .301 3'2
California
1 6 .143 4
x-Firstaialf division winner

nings.
Knepper was working on
his fifth shutout of the season
with two outs in the ninth
when he was ,Ictimized by a
two-run homer by l.arry
Parrish.
Padres 4,Cardinals 3
Luis Salazar tutor seven
innings as San Diego won only its second game in nine
decisions since the strike
ended.
Welsh had a 4-1 lead going
into the eighth, but he gave
up a two-run homer to Gene
Tenace to make It close. St.
Louis got two runners on
base in the ninth against
reliever Dan Boone, but
John Urrea retired the last
two batters for his first save.
Giants 4,Pirates 2
Former Pirates Ed Whitson and Milt May paced San
Francisco's victory over
Pittsfore having to leave the
game with a hyperextended
elbow. May knocked in two
runs with a pair of singles.

Marsh said.
He said he is looking forward to the bowl appearance. "It should be a
great matchup between
quarterbacks — the thrower
against a runner."
The thrower is Leslie
County's Mike Whitaker,
who has been credited with
52 touchdown passes in the
last three seasons. "Boy,
does he have a rifle arm,"
Marsh said. "He can throw
off balance and still hit people."
'The runner is Ashland's
Scott Crank. -This will be
his third year to start, and
we expect him to carry the
load for us," Marsh said.
-He's a super athlete. He's
got a pretty accurate arm,
but he's more important to
us as a runner on the option
play."
Marsh believes Crank will
make the difference in
Saturday's battle with Leslie
County.
In other major coaching
changes:
—Larry Adams, a Corbin
assistant for 13 years, succeeded Archie Powers, who
entered politics after guiding
Corbin to the state Class AA
title last year. Powers is the
Republican candidate for
Whitley County judgeexecutive.
—Ed Van Hoose, former
coach at Boyd County,
replaced Tom Stapleton,
who had been Middlesboro's
coach 12 years.
—Dan Goble, Louisville
Atherton's coach the pt
- Se930i15; movedlOto
Christian County when Pred
Clayton quit after 31 years in
coaching.

ckto5c
IS
$20.00 Off this Portable Typewriter
Full size 84-character keyboard Instant
margins, jam release key Reg. 88 97.
51.952.9

Electric Typewriter

84.271-0

51-963-7

Hi-Intensity Lamp
2 light settings adjustable neck all purpose
design Reg $8 84

42010 s

Save $3.00

5.84

8 Digit Calculator
7-functions full
memory Automatic
shutoff LCD usplay
Reg $1164 510495

1/2-Price

5.87

Sale Price

28.88

OTASCO

Three low noise sow prim
60-min dual
track tapes
Reg 91 97
.971
61
5/ 752-2

8-Track 90 min. Cartridges 51-754.2

.•

1.47

AM/FM Clock Radio
Wake to music or
Sale Price
alarm leaf digital clock
slide rule tuning
Reg $2995
44 114024

Prices Good Through Saturday AI All OTASCO SIOITS and Pattocipatirlq.9talsys,,
_
—

-

AVAILABLE

184.97

Cassette Recorder and Tapes
With built-in con(tensor mike Automatic level control,
' AC adaptor 111C1
Reg $3295

mosterCoiai

API

e. 4....11 ••••

MN,
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Storey's
IFI3C3E3
GIANT
ir

Don't Worry Murray... We Will
Not Be Undersold!
Prices Good
Wed. 8-19
Thru
Tues. 8-25

ente

o

Store Hours
8 A.M. To 11 P.M.
Everyday

Bel Air
Shopping Center
Highway 641 South

•
Alba.

. 016 •
•6
%%MEDAL/

FLOUR

N

KELLOGGS

-

REG. $1.19
GOLD MEDAL

PURPOSE
ALL

CORN
FLAKE

416
r
CO
F
S

KRAFT

AYON‘
2
iNAII
SE9

I
s

Coke

COCA
COLA

YTS

:N.

PLAIN OR SELF RISING
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8, DAIRY PRODUCTS

JAR

,wcaro
Morton

FRIED Van @mp's
CHICKEN
;

14111mono

zes4914

CAMP

RK
ANS...3.

•

tANTERS
GENERIC

LEMONADE

S
It

PER

.0,494

. CHEF BOY AR DEE
ENGLISH MUFFIN

j baked

79

.TWO ROLL PKG.

PIZZA'S

$1 99

,

;0.tflit-d
.
411
j
113.0

TII

ANOUET (LIMITED VARIETY)

-UME

BUFFET DINNERS 215.$1 69

Ii

e oft

DE

CU

..32 OZ.

E IDA FRENCH

RIES

2L1.$

°9

LOW PRICES ON MORE

KRAFT

FAMI

94 aink.S..
94 ri96
j09

401.

1..". •

GIANT WHOLE

ILK

'

$229

94
69
149
99

FT

VEN MELTS

I N.

✓ 0-RICH

O'TTAGE CHEESE 2407$ II 39
✓ 0 RICH

IGHT 1%

i/2 GAL $

09

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family
Post
Honeycomb
Cereal

Cycle Can
Dog Food
1,2, 3, or 4

29c

God Osit it %refs
' Exp. 8-25-81

Nsaii0

01.59
' ;Lams

'RANGE
\
J
14

1411.

,

is se.

$1 39

f• oal Ouly AI Slorty's
Fxp 8-25-81

MTiar
CHE
SA

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family
Post
Toasties

limit One Per Family
Wisk
Liquid Laundry
Detergent

Is... 1 09

$599

$

128 Si.

6oW Ody Al Stiny's
Exp. 8-25-81

hid Only Al %refs
Exp. 8-25-81

COUPON

COUPON
Limit Ono Pit Faddy
Final Teich
Fabric Softener

94 oz.

Limit One Per Family
Soft Imperial
Margarine

$299

Nod Oily Al %refs
Exp. 8-25-81
-

1 lb.*Ards Reid
4

794

6.61 Oily Al Simy's
Exp 8-25-81

_Ariz*

--

—t....
t

_
•
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE

T-BONE STEAK

SIRLOIN
STEAK

REELFOOT

BACON.

GRADE 'A' WHOLE

FRYERS

KREY
CARVE MASTER JR.
BONELESS

RED RIPE SWEET'N JUICY
nap rao wove

I.S.D.A. MKSDMUSSWIM

rip STEAK

WIENERS

*DICE MOO PACK

WATERMELONS

MRD OLD MOON POW

CUBE STEAK

SAUSAGE

Bakery
RROT LOAF
BROWNIES

$1 49
6/$1 59

ITAUAN

BREAD

BANANAS

3

794
CLING FREE

PEACHES
CUCUMBERS
3.$1 NECTARINE
BELL PEPPERS 3.1 CARROTS
REEN ONIONS.. .3 KM $1 LEMONS

LB.59'
/$1
8/99'
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K marto ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POUCY
Our line Iniestilee la le MOO Mei,
anterdeed line In Mock esera inines.
II
eresed limn la net wiellible tor
purolisse rihri
ilery unforeseen
roman K men MI inn•Rein Chace
on remain tor Om eisedismillse to to
purchased at Ite len piles viikerwvw
wiellelii or wil eel pie e ellapersb.•
gunny inir at•compendia reduction
in prim Our policy Is to rpm our
cuelemers -annolaction marem."

Favorite styles. Western-look plaid shirts of cotton/polyester. Panne tops of
Celanese Amer triacetate "the feel
good fiber/nylon. And plush velour
tops in varied fabrics. All in fall colors,
misses'S-M-L.
' Celanese Corp Reg. TM

,
446.
Popular Panne Tops For

Celanese Arner triacetate the
Our feel good fiber"/nylon in fall colors. 46.67- 14.
Celanese Corp. Reg. TM
6.96

K roof Swaylady Elsocala Cedar
Cud release button Mrs bariel roil he -so
halr genIty unwinds trcrn heat-restroni
bristles. Swivel cord. dud l voltage
Pr.
Special Purchooe
Woman's TraeCansas Tonnes amalgam
Choose whlte or dusty blue Shoes with
terry trim. collar onr-3 Insoie Savingsr
Pr.
Ow Reg. 7.97
Oak'Trost'Tonn4a &Makin*
Blue terry cloth trims this white canvas
shoe. Podded calor Girls' 12/
1
2.3

Our Reg
13 Qrr.,

Sjsur
1.46-1.68 R.
Boys'. Men's MI-rise Soelle
White socks with stripes.
Orlon* acrylic/nylon in
9-B. men s 0-13
boy

'1•

b.

•

•
;It*

.botA •'

.4.4bib•A
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Find them here. . . the western looks for men and boys and the
newest fashion jeans in misses' and girls' sizes. All priced low.

Jr. Boys', Bigger Boys'
And Men's Polo Shirts
A comfortable, long-wearing cotton-polyester. Solid colors with
fun, conversational print on the
front. Save now.
Our 2.97, Jr. Boys 4-7
Our 3.47, Bigger Boys'
Our 3.97, Men's Sizes

42
2.50
43

Jr. Boys', Bigger Boys'
Students' or Men's
Jeans
Jr. boys' and bigger are in
polyester/cotton. Students' and
men's are in cotton denim.
Our 8.97,Jr. Boys'4-7
Our 8.97 Boys'Sizes
Our 10.97 Students'Sizes
Our 12.97, Men's Sizes

20x27" Latch Hook Kit
Poiyester/cotton canvas.
Acrilane acryirC yam Destir.
•

*Rec. RA Monionto
'Ma Merle an.,mb,ono, bogy

,

Sale Ends Saturday
Pedal*,S-speed Nand Mixer
Thumb-control switch Pusr, r -utt.b
release for chrome beaters
s1

Unit2
111-02.• Weald,*
Sale tcx aN fine
washabt•s

%Uwe!
MetOlate
6-01,* bottle
beauty lotion.

•
11 •

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.

rresp.•

7
0400..
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Post Raises
Over $4,000
For TIKI-MAST

Big Dollar Discounts
4=111

TIKI-MAST Inc., was the
beneficiary of over $4,000
raised by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Explorer Post 803 during its
recent fund drive.
Mike Garland, TIKIMAST chairman, presented
the money to Jack D.
Walker, civilian coordinator
of TIKI-MAST, at a recent
post meeting.
The post raised the money
through activities on TIKIMAST Day, held July 25, and
through donations of money
and
supplies
from
businesses and individuals.
MCCH POST DONATION — Mike Garland (second from left), Explores-Post 803
Tours and demonstrations
treasurer and TIM-MAST chairman, presents a donation of over $4,000 to J.D.
of Calloway County FireWalker, civilian coordinator of TIKI-MAST Inc.(second from right). The donation
Rescue Squad and hospital
included a $1,000 gift each from the Bluegrass CB Club and the Bank of Murray.
ambulance service vehicles
Many businesses and individuals contributed the remainder. Lori Lovins (left),
and equipment highlighted
post president, and Kyle Evand (right), post second vice president, look on.
TIKI-MAST Day.
The post conducted a road
block, sold refreshments and
gave two performances of its
APIIIMIni411==
puppet show "Willie Has His
The Saving Place,Tonsils Out."
DETROIT (AP) — Top
According to Walker, the
musicians will give a new civilian community
must
dimension to the 1981 raise funds for purchase
and
Montreux-Detroit Interna- maintenance of necessary
tional Jazz Festival here equipment for ambulance
Sept. 2-7.
helicopters. The donation by
The second edition of this the explorer post will be used
alliance between Detroit and to help establish a foundaMontreux, Switzerland, will tion to provide a continuous
include such performers as source of funds for these purSarah Vaughan, Earl poses.
"Fatha" Hines, Marian "We give you alot of
credit
McPartland, Cleo Lathe, and for the time you spent
on
the Preservation Hall Jazz behalf of TIKI-MAST,"
Band.
Walker told post members.
Robert E. McCabe, presi- "The time you give out
of
dent of Detroit Renaissance your busy schedules
is very
Inc. which produces the well spent."
festival that is expected to The TIKI-MAST helicopter
attract over a half-million ambulance service was
music lovers„ says more established in 1974 at Fort
than 300 Detroit musicians Campbell. The unit
has
and jazz bands from 15 col- flown 1,500 missions since
leges and high schools in then, more than any oft
Michigan, Illinois and In- other MAST units in the
diana also will participate. United States.

The Saving Peace.WARRANTED

Save 6.96
$7
Your
Choler,

Gat

WARRANTED

8-Years
ATE
ousE PAIN

Out ROO 13 VO

8-year-cliwablIlly Paint
oW CA' Kinn 'Deena ?lam point or void Lyres
rx.kne or
noice

Top Musicians
At Festival

tree Le55c001 Cdemtestrs in
OWIorn tinted
Of

so,f.

OcuYite
insiistated

Save 30.88
EEO.itOi
Save On Convortibleltorog• Unit
ermines witn sow shelves. eritivorts to 0 roomy
warclivi* by ternoyieg Vine, rtt iheeneivist

UrSot.1
UNIftt81
414 I Inii• lOAtl

Lit
Sale Price

Louisville Lawyer
Withdraws Defense

Calf UFIINHCOCIfing

holm
'..st

BROWNSVILLE, Ky. once owned the land in Ed( AP) — Citing "a hopeless monson County that is an inconflict of interest," a tegral part of the investigaLouisville lawyer has tion surrounding the death of
withdrawn as defense Phelps.
Documents obtained by
counsel for the man accused
in the slaying of a Kentucky WICBO-TV in Bowling Green
indicate Kagin purchased
State Police detective.
Edwin Kagin Jr. said he 180 acres of land in the counwill withdraw from the case ty in 1973 and resold it one
because two prosecution year later.
According to maps providwitnesses expected to testify
in any case against Harry ed by the Edmonson County
Lee Shelor Jr., 39, are also property valuation administrator and by the state
clients.
"I just can't be in the posi- police, the land Kagin once
tion of attempting to im- owned contained a house
peach one client for the where Shelor and another
benefit of another," said man were living at the time
of Phelps' death.
Kagin.
Kagin said that Charles Kagin said his former
Giesen of Madison, Wis., has ownership of that land has
agreed to take on the case, in nothing to do with his
which Shelor faces a one- withdrawal from the case,
count charge of murder in since "I got rid of it several
connection with the Aug. 7 years ago."
death of KSP Detective Dar- Phelps' death is expected
to go before the Butler Counrell Phelps.
Kagin also said that he ty grand jury within the
week.

95V$12.95
Total Package Price

24 PROFESSIONAL COLOR PORTRAITS:
1 - 8x10 Cameo Portrait
1-8x10 3-5x7s 15-Wallets & 4-Color Portrait Charms
in Traditional Pose

Those Days OnlyAugust: Twos. Wed.Thur. Fri. Sat.
18, 19, 20, 21,22
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 US Highway
641 North, Murray
'Quality at a K mart price Nice
Th• Cameo Portren a•v./NW* for aanAle vanyocts only No additional chart,* for groups
Pomo. oar "Inchon Bactsroands may occasiomally AnnEff Add7770nal ftsT/Tfs,o •••&W.
for plarellnat ...11/1 no obbilsones. Vas now* be satmEted wfth portraits or
dayerfuny refunded
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Picture your chdd in the Soft Oval that captures the tradition of an heirloom
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Cirtinden Martin

Graph
Paper

\ 22 Sheets
No. 32499

Ladies

Crunden Martin

Penny
Loafers

Short Sleeve

Typing
Paper

Sizes 51/2.9
New Fall Selection

Long Sleeve

44 Sheets Size 8 1/2 X 1 1
No. 33590

20 Sheets

Ladies

Fall
Blouses

Crunden Martin

StenoGraphers
Note Book
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Crunden Martin

4 Section
Theme Book

Theme 044k
rt.

394

72 Sheets
Wide Ruled
10'/2"x8"
No. 34980

Sole

Five Subject
Theme Book

Exquisite
Form

Bras
"Bare Shoulders"
Seamless, Strapless

Wide Ruled
Size 102x8
130 Sheets

Hats
$c88

Pentel

Rolling
Writer

Reg. $6.50 Sale$450

Only

$550

Liquid Ink Ball Pen
Reg. 98'
•

WO

Values to 14.99

Reg. $7.50 Sale
• F
f.
Pseset:0

No. MORD Ws

No. 52258 Sale

Duo-Tang
Brief
Cover

Crunden Martin
3 Ring Plastic

(Without Pockets)

Assorted Colors

Binder

99

2 24'

No. VP1% Sale

for

Crunden Martin

Loose Leaf

Theme Book

Filler
Paper

Wide Ruled- Size 10' 2 x8"
40 Sheets
No. 34593

Submacts
bDEa.

s,394

Limit 2

Cards
4

39

No. 914 kis

50 Capsules Sale

Savings Up To
1/3

el
S4°
"
,61

off

Off Any

Regular Priced Shoe

$2199 and $2499
Juvenile
Reg. 11.99

Kitchen
Mates

$1288
Sale

188
Sale $1
Student Reg. 16.99
Sale $

Sergeants
Sentry V
Flea Collar

56 Sheets
No 34790

..39'

Metamucil
Powder

Kills Fleas Up To
5 Months
Choice Of
Dog or Cat Sale

Ronson
Flints

011.14
Metamual

A natural vegetable
fiber for treatment
of constipation
regular or Orange Flavored
14 oz. Saki —

$148

5 Flints
Best for
Every Lighter

Reg. 294 Sek

9

2811
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Womens
Wear

Boys
Crunden Martin
Divided
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Boys Reg. 14.99

Deck

5
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Now 2

Composition
Book

.
I

Jeans

By Riegal
Kitchen Towels, Dish
Cloths, and Pot Holders
To Match

Aviator Playing

Extra Pain Relief Without Aspirin

Shirts

Homecare
Wide Ruled, 200 Sheets
No. 31200

Extra Strength

Tylendl
Capsules

Shoes
$500
Levi's

"Crunden Martin"

..39'

Mens Casual

Mens tit Boys
Short Sleeve

Cleats
All Purpose
Athletic Shoe
By American
Reg. $8.99

Bend Over
Pants
$2299

Only

$688
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Wintuk Knitting
CVO Yarn
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Despite Defense Cuts, Reagan Vowing To Balance Budget
by 1984 without retreating
By LINDA DEUTSCH
from his plan for the largest
Associated Press Writer
defense buildup in American
LOS ANGELES (AP
President Reagan is vowing history.
Faced with reports that tnto balance the federal budget

Governor Gives Pep
Talk To Managers
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API1
— It sounded like onetime
Kentucky Fried Chicken
king John Y. Brown Jr. giving his subordinates a pep
talk.
Actually, it was the governor paying a visit Tuesday to
25 second level state officials
who are undergoing a week
of managerial training in a
building in east Frankfort.
"The reason I gave up my
private life to enter politics
is because that area is the
most abused," he said.
What followed was a
discourse on his administration's goals, the grim fiscal
outlook for the year and a lot
of advice.
"We're serious about this.
It's not a routine session to
tell you what a good 'job
you're doing," the governor
said. "I would be bored to
death here with a bunch of
bureaucrats ... I'm excited
about the quality of our people."
Some of the advice:
—"Surround yourself with
people who are smarter than
you are."
After all, Brown said,
"how can any governor
understand the intricacies of
400 programs in the Departfor
Human
ment
Resources?"
—Use sound judgment in
hiring your people —
"women are better judges"

— and then listen to you have
hired.
Brown declared that that
worst decisions are those
made by committee and that
a sticking point in corporations is that everyone tries to
protect his job.
"After all, I want you to
have the courage to make
mistakes," he said,"as long
as they're not too big."
—Let your employees
"spread their wings, you'll
be surprised.
—"Give credit to your people."
Brown said he used to have
a Public Information
Department
which
trumpeted his praises,"but I
don't need that," and he
abolished the agency which
has only remnants functioning.
—"Always be honest in
your dealings. If you've got a
problem,face it up front."
Brown said there is so
much waste in state governments because people are
not trained to manage, and
that "now is the time to be
creative."
"A good executive is a person who keeps asking and
asking till he knows the
answers,"the governor said.
"How many times do you
think I've asked questions?"
The managerial course is
the second so far, under the
guidance of Gene Childress,
in charge of career training
in the new cabinet for personnel and management.

creased miatary spending
could undercut efforts to
eliminate budget deficits
within three years, Reagan
ordered his defense and
economic advisers during an
afternoon of meetings Tuesday to come up with a way to
achieve both goals.
Reagan said later he is
convinced he can hold the
1982 budget deficit to $42.5
billion in spite of reports it
could go much higher.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said any decisions on additional spending
cuts are weeks away but said

A

social programs could suffer
even more financial trirruning in the drive to balance
the budget.
We will keep the social
safety net," Speakes said.
But he added,"Certainly we
will be looking closely at
social programs and
definitely we will seek to
achieve some budget saving.
But we will protect the truly
needy."
If more budget cuts are
needed, Speakes said they
probably would not come
from the defense budget,
where Reagan is committed

to 7 percent annual growth
after adjusting for inflation.
Reagan has vowed to seek
what amounts to the largest
defense buildup in ,U.S.
history — more than $1.6
trillion between 1983 and
1967.
Neither Reagan nor
Speakes would comment on
reports that budget director
David A. Stockman wants to
reduce planned increases in
defense spending by as much
as $40 billion through 1984.
Budget officials said that
could be done and still get 7
percent growth because

Reagan's current defense
budgets for the next five
years exceed that goal.
"No department of the
government is exempt from
budget cuts," Speakes said.
"Now, in the defense area,
certainly that is not an area
that we're seeking budget
cuts in because we're committed to growth there."
He said savings might be
sought at the management
level of the Defense Department but did not specify
where.
A White House source, who
asked not to be identified,
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Theft Of$50,000
• Wotth"Of Jewelry
Under Investigation
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(API —
State police are investigating the theft of an
estimated $50,000 worth of
jewelry from a van parked
at the Kentucky State
Fairgrounds Monday night.
State Police Sgt. Dan
Davidson said the valuables
were taken from a van owned by Simon Sheng, an Indianapolis vendor operating
a jewelry booth in the east
wing of the fairgrounds.
Sheng reported the theft at
9:15 p.m. after he noticed the
valuables were missing,said
Davidson. The vendor had

For inforisatioa

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
CaN

7534856

been displaying the items at,
the booth during the day *We
transferring them to the van
at night, authorities said.
Davidson said the thieves
entered the vehicle by breaking glass in an air vent and
opening the door.
He said police are searching for a vehicle that was
seen in the area where the
van was parked the night of
the theft.
The incident was the second major theft at this
year's fair, which runs
through Sunday.
A $1,000 reward is being offered by an animal trainer at
the fair who reported three
trained birds missing Friday
morning.
The birds are macaws
valued at $30,000, according
to police.
Richard Humphreys of
Animal Behavior Enterprises, Hot Springs, Ark.,
owner of the macaws, said
the birds were featured in a
performing animal act at the
fair.

Dr. Walter Jones
Announcesthe closing of
his practice of
Ophthalmology
in Murray
August 31st, 1981.
Arrangements may be
made to transfer
records at

753-0374
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said suggestions were made
Tuesday to save money by
reducing the number of
civilian employees in the
Pentagon or by capping
wages. Speakes quoted
Defense Secretary Caspar
W. Weinberger as saying he
has saved 2 percent of this
year's defense budget in administrative cutbacks.
"Our programs are based
on having the defense
buildup we need for our national security, and we won't
retreat on that," Reagan
said.
He added that he believes

the United States is lagging
behind the Soviet Union in its
"margin of safety" against
potential attack.
"There is what is called a
window of vulnerability and
the purpose of the defense
buildup is to close that window, narrow it down,"
Reagan said.
Defense spending now is
estimated at $225 billion in
1983 and $254 billion in 1984.
Cats of $10 billion to $20
billion in each of those years,
as reportedly recommended
by Stockman, would amount
to less than 10 percent.
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Federal Election Commission
Seeking $105,363 Repayment
By DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
The Federal Election Commission billed former President Carter's re-election
committee for $105,364 Tuesday. That's the amount
auditors figure he must
repay from the $29.4 million
he was given to finance his
campaign.

The figure was listed in the
final audit of Carter's campaign in the general election
last fall.
President Reagan's committee has sued the commission to stop publication of his
final audit. A letter attached
to the suit says the Reagan
audit may call for repayment of more than $1.5
million.

Before you pay your
next homeowners
premium,give us
a call...
our price is
right!

In addition to the repay- was believed to involve legal
ment asked,the Carter audit wrangling over records to
report said some matters back up expenditures by the
committee.
have been referred to the campaign
FEC's legal office for fur- Carter had a similar prother consideration and that blem after his 1976 campaign
additional payments might and eventually won the argument.
be required later.
Most of the Carter repayBoth Carter and Reagan
ment is $103,169 in interest were given $29.4 million to
earned by government conduct their general elecmoney while it was in the tion campaigns. Once the
hands of the committee. The money is accepted, a canlaw figures that since it was didate may not spend more
government money, the in- than that or accept private
terest belongs to Uncle Sam. contributions except for
The only other repayment minor sums to cover legal
required at this time is $923 and accounting expenses inin contributions the commis- voled in conforming with
sion ruled Carter could not election laws.
legally accept, and $1,270 for
The Reagan audit also had
expenditures it said were not been due to be released this
quailified under the law that month, but last week his
provides federal financing of committee filed suit in U.S.
presidential campaigns.
District Court here to block
The Carter committee has it on grounds the committee
30 days to make the payment and "various individuals
unless an extension is re- associated with" it could sufquested.
fer "unnecessary and unThe audit did not elabor'ate warranted exposure to
,on the matters referred to severe damage to their good
lawyers, but the main item name and reputation."
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Pulaski Voters Defeat
School Tax Proposal
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) —
fly a 4-1 margin, voters in
Pulaski County have
defeated a school tax
measure, keeping the county
as the only one in Kentucky
without such financial support for its schools.
With all but two of 39
precincts reporting after
Tuesday's balloting, the tally against the school tax
stood at 5,580-1,555.
The proposed tax of 25
cents per $100 of assessed
valuation would have raised
an estimated $10 million that

Right, if you want good coverage
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Right, if you want fast, fair claim settlement
Call us for a quote on a Great American
homeowners policy.
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would have been used in
school construction.
"I hate to think we live in
such a backward county,
said Mike Whitake, chairman of the School Building
Tax Committee. "Evidently,
the people of Pulaski County
are pleased to think we're on
the bottom of the list in
everything."
Local support for county
schools comes through a 3
percent tax on utility bills.
That tax generates about
$500,000 for the system.
The school board has the
power to levy a tax of 15
cents per $100 of assessed
valuation, subject to a recall
initiative by voters.
"If we did that," said
board member Jerry Hyden,
some of the board members'
throats might be slit. We
wouldn't be listening to the
will of the people."
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butterflies
(especially brush-footed
ones) have small hairy front
legs, worthless for locomotion, for brushing clean the
surfaces of their compound
eyes.
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Free
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Growers' Attempts
Undermining
Tobacco Market
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) —
Attempts by flue-cured
tobacco growers to cash in
early on high tobacco prices
are undermining the
market, agriculture experts
said Tuesday.
Spring and summer
weather have cooperated to
mature flue-cured crops
about a week earlier than
usual, said John Cyrus,
tobacco market specialist
for the North Carolina
Department of Agriculture.
But he said some farmers
are still rushing nature in
harvesting more than half of
their crops.
He said growers are carrying an immature, unripe
tobacco to market when the
demand right now is for "fully ripened, high-quality
tobacco."
The presence of only one
really good flue-cured crop
— in 1978 — in five years is
spurring that demand.
"There is.xf to get the
tobacco to market while
prices are good.
"It's hurting the market
and it's really hurting the
farmers,"
As of Monday, harvest
continued well ahead of last
season's progress with 60
percent out of the fields. Last
year at the same time, only
47 percent was harvested
and the 5-year mid-point
average was 52 percent for
1976-1980.
On the Border Belt, 67 percent of the crop has been
harvested; on the Eastern
Belt, 61 percent; and on the
Middle Belt, 39 percent.
So far this season, prices
on the South CarolinaBorder North Carolina Belt
have averaged $160.93 per
hundred pounds. On the
Eastern Belt, the average
price per hundred pounds is
$163.28; and on the Old and
Middle Belt, the average per
hundredweight is $148.44.
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State Chamber In Opposition
To Governor Succeeding Self

Toy Moms Dies
Tuesday; Funeral
To Be On Friday
Toy Morris of Murray
Route 3 died Tuesdko at 3 Pl
p.m. at the .M urr a v Calloway County IhiiLtt
He was 70 years of age.
The deceased
as a
retired construction w; ikt,r
and was a metnlx.r
t.ocal Union Ne 1?..14
Born June 2. 1911. l•ti
the son of the late
tier
Morris and
Morns. He wu.; preoedea
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VARSITY CHEERLEADERS — The Murray High Varsity Cheerleaders won top
honors in a group of 40 squads at a recent camp at Western Kentucky University.
standing, left to right, are Leslie Hopkins, Missy Emerson, Rebbie Houston, Joy
Hina and Mary Burke. Kneeling are Shorty Ford, Lonna Furr, Suzanne Pitman and
Iill Morris.
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JAYVEE CHEERLEADERS — The Murray High Junior Varsity Chee eaders took
top honors-among 30 squads in their division at a camp at Western Kentucky
University recently. Standing, left to right, are Lanette Hopkins, Emily Apperson
and Sherry Wildey. Kneeling are Kelly Thomas and Caroline Schoenfeldt. Sitting
are Angie Hamilton, Staci Gray and Wege Rushing.

MHS Cheerleaders Win Honors
Murray High varsity
an 1
junior
varsity
hi erieading squads have
,ieturnedi from a camp at
‘v..,stiirn Kentucky Universi; •A:ti-i several honors.
The MHS varsity squad
sss picked as one of the top
six squads of 40 cheerleading
teams 'competing in their
r I'.'

Aso. the
varsity
reerieading squad was
•,,,iited as one of the top
. Ur in the porn-porn cornpet,'ion. Murray was award.1 the trophy for the most
inal and creative porn- !or ! routine.
varisty squad was
10 superior ribbons
ef 10 evaluations and

received a total of three gold
ribbons for reaching the
finals in cheers and sidelines
and porn-porn routines.
The team also received
three spirit sticks and, along
with the junior varsity
squad, was awarded a spirit
stick for the week which both
teams brought home.
Members of the varsity
squad include Mary Burke
and Leslie Hopkins, captains, Joy Hina, Missy'
Emerson, Shorty Ford,
Suzanne Pitman, Rebbie
Houston, Jill Morris and
Lonna Furr.
The junior varsity
cheerleaders were named as
one of the top three squads
out of 30 squads competiting

in the junior division.
The JV team was awarded
superior ribbons in all six
evaluations and received
two gold superiors for
reaching the finals.
Junior varsity squad
members include Angie
Hamilton and Wege
Rushing, captains, Emily
Apperson, Lanette Hopkins,
Sherry Wildey, Staci Gray,
Kelly Thomas and Caroline
Schoenfeldt.
Murray High was the only
school from which both varsity and junior varsity
squads reached the finals.
The cheerleading squads are
sponsored by Mrs. Diane
Wilson and Mrs. Gail Farris.

Survey Shows Temporary
Work Force Is Expanding

By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
statewide organisation of
businessmen has said "no" to Kentucky's businessman governor, voting
to'oppose a constitutional amendment
that would allow governors and
sheriffs to succeed themselves.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. backs the
amendment, which would allow constitutional officers to seek two successive terms and sheriffs an
unlimited number of terms.
The board of directors of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce voted
23-14 with one abstention Tuesday to
oppose the amendment's approval in
the November general election.
Although Brown in the past has said
the amendment would be a referendum on his administration, the
chamber's vote "has nothing to do
with the performance of Governor
Brown," said Philip Thompson, the
chamber's executive director.
Rather, it reflected the board's concerns about the possibility of a future
governor abusing his power, Thompson said.
That point was raised during a
debate which preceded the vote. The
debate "probably changed some
minds on both sides," according to
board chairman Robert Carter of
Hopkinsville.
It featured two Democratic state
senators with opposing views — John
Berry of New Castle arguing against
the amendment and Lowell Hughes of
Ashland speaking for it.
"Governors of both parties have exercised almost total dominion over
the legislature" since the Kentucky
Constitution was adopted in 1891,
Berry argued.
"I don't know of.any state where the
governor has more power or has
assumed and exercised more power
than in Kentucky."
Prior to the 1979 special legislative
session, Berry said, Kentucky suffered from an imbalance of power 7with the governor's side of the scales
carrying the most weight.
In 1979, and again during the 1980
regular session, the legislature began
to exert its independence to equalize
the balance; approving the amendment would, in effect, be giving the
governor even more power, Berry
said.
But the primary issue, according to
Hughes,"is freedom Of choice for the
people."
Under Kentucky's current system
of allowing a governor only one term,
a governor immediately becomes a
"lame duck" iupon taking office, he
argued. Allowing succession would
make a governor more accountable
for his record because he would have
to answer at the polls if he seeks reelection, Hughes said.
Kentucky is one of only four states
where gubernatorial succession is not

BC6TON (AP) — It may
be possible to treat breast
cancer by breaking down the
tough protective cocoons
that surround the tumors,
Beth Israel Hospital researchers say.
The cocoons are made of
fibrin, a stringy substance
made by the body and normally used to form blood
clots, according to a report
in the August issue of the
Journal of the National
Cancer Institute.
The fibrin gel keeps lymphocytes,the body's diseasefighting white blood celfi,
from attacking the cancer,
said Dr. Harold Dvorak,
pathologist in chief at Beth
Israel.
Dvorak said he and other
researchers would concentrate on stopping the process
before the cocoonsform.

He also disputed Berry's arguments
about gubernatorial power, saying
Kentucky's governor is no longer the
powerful figure he once was because
of increased legislative independence
and improved quality of legislators.
Kentucky stands to lose its good
governors without the succession
amendment,Hughes said,adding that
those who do not serve the state well
could be voted out of office.

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and his wife,
Phyllis, paid $224,547 in federal and
state income taxes on a combined
federal adjusted gross income of
$616,899, according to returns released by the couple.
Press Secretary Frank Ashley said
Brown released the governor's
returns to verify that no conflict of interest exists between Brown's duties
as governor and his income as
reported to the Internal Revenue Service.
"This is not required by law, but is
done voluntarily because (Brown)
feels the public has a right to know
that no such conflict exists," Ashley
said.
His statement added that the
returns were made available to the
media to protect and inform the
public "and the necessary information drawn from them should be used
in a spirit of open government, not as
intrusion into a taxpayer's privacy."
The governor said in a recent appearance on the Kentucky Educational Television network, in answer
to a question, that he would release
his returns verylegn.
The Browns have filed for refunds
of $30,949 on the federal taxes and will
apply this refund to their estimated
taxes for this year. They also sought a
$10,711 refund from the Commonwealth.
The returns, released Tuesday
night, showed the governor and his
wife paid $237,712 in federal
withholding and estimated federal
taxes. They paid $28,495 in state
withholding and estimated taxes.
The material shows that the
Browns' adjusted gross income was
$413,092. This includes $46,199 from
his gubernatorial salary and $50,000
as a consultant to the Boston Celtics
professional basketball team, of
which he is a former co-owner.
Other income inclUded $423,160
from interest, mainly from U.S.
Treasury bills, banks and savings and
loans and notes receivable from the
Boston Celtics.
To this was added $203,807 as total

adjusted gross income of Mrs. Brown,
paid from the Phyllis George Enterprises Corp., which is an operating
and investment company handling
her television career.
Coopers & Lybrand, the accountants for Brown,said that non-taxable
income,such as interest from tax-free
municipal bonds, does not need to be
listed on the returns.
The returns also reflect investments in oil and gas exploration,
all in other states. Brown deducted a
net of $102,698 on intangible drilling
costs for wells drilled last year.
The Coopers & Lybrand letter of
transmittal said most of the wells currently are producing and those
revenues will be taxable in this and
future years.
The federal return lists itemized
deductions and exemptions totaling
$258,406, including deductions for
taxes amounting to $67,842, of which
$22,631 is for personal property taxes.
Brown declined to reveal his tax
returns when running for governor,
but after hexas elected said he would
do so.
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MCMA...
'4Continued From Page 1)
Louisville among others; the Chicago
String Quartet; such soloists as
Eugene Fodor, violinist, Leonard
Rose, cellist, and Horacio Gutierrez
and Van Cliburn, pianists — and the
list goes on. The common
denominator is that all have been
quality performances — a notion to
which MCMA is especially dedicated.
Although MCMA is a non-profit corporation, the game functions must be
performed as with any other business
organization. An executive board
comprised of a president, a secretary,
a treasurer, and vice-presidents of
programming, public relations, production, and funding, along with a
board of directors of members at
large, perform these functions for the
organization with the help of many
"workers", i.e., persons who assist in
the annual membership drive which
this year will be the week beginning
August 30th.
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Browns Release Returns

New Cancer
Treatment
Studied

ORK (AP) — A re- president of Uniforce Tem- ble hours and days were
eat nationwide survey of porary Serices, which com- listed first, following by
(-Et,Fund
110:- . than a thousand tem- missioned the study.
challenge of new situations;
porary workers in office and
According to Fanning, to- third was the ability to
it...ht industrial jobs reveals day's temporary workers fit change jobs, and, fourth, the
11-1-t't nearly two-thirds are four major ctitegories:
fact that thejobs themselves
working as temporaries for
—Returnees, women seek- were interesting.
Federal-State M
the irst time,and 54 percent •Mg jobs after years at home
'
More than half of the
August 19. 1181
k• joined the temporary
respondents said that workraising families.
Kentuckyytrrna•-•• A r
Report Ins lodes is Iso
work force within the past
—Students, now working ing in temporary rather than
, • Receipts - A.-t. '250
as temporaries year-round permanent jobs had had a
Gilts .50 higher S,--*higher
These findings indicate in their spare time rather good effect on their family
L'S I-2 210-240 lbs 351 '
that inflationary pressure than seasonally during vaca- life and helped them to
US 1-2200-210 lbs
US 2210-250 lbs
and changing lifestyles are tions.
balance family, children,
US 2-3250-270 lbs
producing a shift in working
—"Career temporaries," career and educational
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
tt rns, resulting in mote nearly 25 percent of the total, obligations.
r
US 1-3 300450 tbs
i
pc
vie joining the temporary indicating that the temUS 1-3 450-500 lbs
:l 0 •+•
At least 14 diseases are
UST-3300450 IbN
•
work force than ever porary lifestyle has become
US 2-3300-500 lbs
carried in the saliva of mosbefore,"
says
John
Fanning,
an identifiable, productive
Boars 32.00-.14 50
quitoes.
segment of the workplace.
—Retirees,coming back to
work in increasing numbers
KEEP THAT GREAT
out of emotional and finanGM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
Cial needs.
Financial need is the majot reason given for working
as a temporary; 53 percent
.
of those surveyed said they
worked to earn extra income, and a significant 28
percent do temporary work
as their sole means of supDon't worry about whit to say. Just make
port.
it genuine, simple, sincere. And be
"The well-known concept
of working temporary as a
a good listener. By your very
stepping stone to permanent
presence you tell the bereaved
.
employment is given imthey ore not alone in
petus b survey figures
their grief.
showing one out of every two
The J H Chordal Ftmerat Home is backed by 95 years-of softie •
temps is seeking a permafamily servo-. Allow us tab* you in your time of need
nent job,"Fanning noted.•.
Nearly all AL those
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
surveyed said they were
753-2617
641 South, Murray
satisfied With their job
assiginninte. - When asked
what was most appealing
Wellier-Ilenser
753-241
1
Teksory
2111 S. 3rd
abouttemporary wort,flexi-

Hog Market

allowed, he said, adding that the lack
of such a provision "has become a
badge of backward government in
this country."
In addition, Kentuckians have voted
twice in the last six years to modernize state government, approving
constitutional amendments affecting
the judicial and legislative branches.
The succession amendment would be
the logical successor to those two
amendmen,s.Hughes said.
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Woman's Care Allows Baby To Become Normal
CHICAGO (AP) — Ebony nurses wore gloves to pro- up. No one — including her
Peacock came into this tect themselves from infec- own mother — wanted her.
world so diseased that tion when they picked her
Ebony was born with congenital syphilis and rubella,
porous bones and a heart
defects She weighed less
than a pound and a half.
Doctors at the University
of Illinois high-risk nursery
diagnosed the infant as blind
and deaf. They said her condition would worsen.
They were wrong.
Six years later, Ebony is a
lively, normal child, a
kindergarten graduate who
is about to enter first grade.
New medicines and
technologies played a role,
but doctors credit the care
Ebony received from one

woman — a licensed practical nurse who loved a baby
no one wanted — as the key
to her recovery.
"She was real scrawny
looking," remembers Diane
Peacock, who was employed
in the high-risk nursery
when Ebony was born.
"People said if you gave
her a tin cup, she'd look like
a chimpanzee. Most of the
preemies (premature
babies) have a cuteness
about them, but she didn't."
Nevertheless, Mrs.
Peacock quickly "adopted"
Ebony as her special charge.
She held her often, and
would wrap her in a blanket

and carry her around like a ths later, she responded to
papoose as she cared for light. Each time I took her
other babies.
back to the hospital for a
checkup, they
monthly
"I always liked the underdog, and I think that's why I couldn't believe it. She seemtook to Ebony," Mrs. ed like a new baby."
Ebony's sight and hearing
Peacock said. "She seemed
to know me and quiet down developed, her bones
strengthened and her heart
when I held her."
When Ebony was six mon- defect cleared spontaneousths old, and weighed six ly, Mrs. Peacock said.
When Ebony turned one,
pounds, Mrs. Peacock was
Peacock,then a divorcMrs.
allowed to take her home.
Ebony's improvement began
almost immediately.
the
"Within the first month,
n
she began to respond to
sound and she'd never done
Section
that in the hospital," Mrs.
Peacock said. "A few mon-

ed mother with a 3-year-old
child, adopted her. Mrs.
Peacock has since remarried.
Mrs. Peacock's emotional
involvement was vital to
Ebony's health, said Dr.
Dharmapuri Vidyasager,
director of the newborn
nurseries at the University
of Illinois hospital.
"I am certain that Ebony
wouldn't have developed her

hearing, for example,
without the sound stimulation she received," he said.
Ebony is unusual but not
unique, he said. Other babies
whom doctors have given no
chance have suprised them
by living.
As for Ebony, when her
mother chides her for playing too raucously, she smiles
and says: "Momma, I was
born to dance."
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NOM OWNED IL NOME OPERATED
AILS HONORED— Willard Ails, left, of Murray recently was honored as a Distinguished Kentuckian in Pharmacy by the UK College of Pharmacy. At right is Dr.
Joseph V. Swintosky, dean of the college. Ails is
assistant manager at Revco. He was formerly Murray.
Galloway County Hospital pharmacist.

KET Programs
Offered For Credit
Two programs to be shown
The organizational
on Kentucky Educational meeting for "It's Everbody's
Televi.sion (KET) this fall Business" is scheduled at 6
will be offered for credit p.m. Thursday, Aug. 27, in
through the Murray State Room 154 of the Business
University program of ex- Building. To run from Aug.
tended education.
10 through Dec. 11, the
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean course will have two lessons
of extended education at a week. Showings will be at
Murray State, said each of 1:30 and 2 p.m. on Sundays
the courses will carry three and repeated at 2:30 p.m.
semester hours of credit. He Thursdays and 5:30 p.m.
listed the KET titles as Fridays.
follows:
The organizational
Everybody's meeting for "Dealing in
"It's
Business," to be offered as Discipline" is scheduled at
Business Administration 140, 9:30 a.m. Saturday, Aug. 29,
Introduction to Business, an in Room 334 of Wells Hall.
undergraduate course.
The course will begin Aug.31
"Dealing in Discipline," to and end Dec. 11, with one
be offered as Elementary lesson each week. Showings
Education 613 or Secondary will be at 5:30 p.m. on MonEducation 613, Workshop: days and repeated at 10 p.m.
Discipline, which are on Fridays.
graduate-level courses.
Additional information
Students enrolled in the about the courses may be obcourses will be required to tained in the Extended
attend three or four Education Office, Sparks
meetings on the campus dur- Hall, Murray State Universiing the semester. They will ty, Murray, Ky., 42071,
register for the courses at telephone (502) 762-4159 or
the organizational meetings. 762-2086.

Churches Should
Accept Role To Speak
On Moral Elements
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
The Catholic Church would
be dodging its social responsibility if it did not speak out
on social and political matters, according to the president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops.
The Church, as well as
other religious groups,
should speak out to "identify
the moral elements in the
way government formulates
solutions to the problems
facing it," said Archbishop
John R. Roach of St. PaulMinneapolis.
"I would suggest it is not
the Church's role to develop
specific legislation to solve
each issue. The Church,
however, cannot be silent in
identifying the moral components of those issues."
Roach cited abortion as an
example of an issue on which
Catholics have been vocal.
"We are criticized severely because we employ the
same kind of political instruments as would other interest groups in'seeking to
affect legislation which
would govern abortion," he
said.
When the Catholic Church
does that, he said, "we are
immediately branded as
violating separation of
church and state."
But he said the issue is also
"radically moral" and that
Catholics must use "all
legitimate means at hand to
influence that public policy
—.which will govern abortion."
'Roach's -comments came
is a speech Tuesday night
before the 99th annual
eme Council of the
hts of Columbus. An

estimated 2,500 K. of C.
members are attending the
meeting, which culminates
Thursday in the adoption of
official resolutions by the
group's legislative and
policy body.
Roach said the Knights of
Columbus, a society of 1.35
million Catholic men, has a
"healthy role" to play in influencing public policy.
"I am not suggesting that
the Knights of Columbus
need to become political activists on all fronts," he said.
"I do say, however, that considering your numbers and
influence, you cannot afford
to stand above the political
scene and merely be spectators."
The Knights of Columbus
are expected to adopt resolutions on more than 200 social
and political issues this
week.
One resolution notes that
many television programs
"tend to glorify illicit sex,
violence and lawlessness as
normal and accepted ways
of life," and recommends
that the Knights "unite with
all other civic-minded
citizens and agencies to stem
this deluge of sex and
violence."
A related proposal urges
members of the organization
to influence their families
and friends to boycott companies that sponsor television shows they find offensive.
Other business.sehehduled
iiaAided an annual report by
Supreme Knight Virgil C.
Dechant and the election of
new executive board
members for the organization.
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CORK BOARDS
$399

REG. $26.95

1995

EA.
INCORPORATED
FREE DELIVERY IN OUR TRADING AREA

OPEN SATURDAY "TIL 4 P.M. — OPEN DAILY 'TIL 5 P.M.

*.

ORNAMENTAL IRON
PICNIC
TABLE LEGS

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

BUY NOW,SAVE $7.00

BUY TWO AT THIS PRICE

Q.•ALL PRICES NET!•PRICES G000 THRU AUG. 22

SAVE $6 AND $7A GALLON
NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER

°s,(BRUNING) INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTS
OUR VERY BEST
INTERIOR FLAT
VINYL LATEX
for
WALLS and TRIM
• Covers most colors beautifully
coat, walls and woodwork

EXTERIOR FLAT
ACRYLIC - LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
• One coat covers most surfaces

one

in

• Resists blistering and peeling

• Dries quickly to a rich, durable finish

• Colors stay new-looking longer

• Wipes clean with damp sponge

• Dries dust and bug-free In 30 minutes

• Brushes and rollers rinse clean with
and water

soap

• Clean up with soap and water
Ready-Ws Decorator Colors and Wnlli

White and Ready-Mix D•corator Colors

Manufacturer's Retail 511.15 gallon
(HIPP'S REGULAR PRICE $12.50 GAL.)

SAVE $60°

-OUR
SALE
PRICE

85 Gal. SAVE

Manufacturer's Retail 617.15 gallon
*(HIPP'S REGULAR PRICE SI 5.45 GAL)

OUR
00
PRICE

SI 95Gal.
I

SAVE $101 A GALLON ON OVER 1,000 CUSTOM COLORS IN
VINYL FLAT AND ACRYIXAOUSE PAINT
SHOP HIPP FOR THE LOWEST PRICES IN PADUCAH!!

Dutch Boy
SPRAY PAINT

when -ytnt ser4 rn.
4.%".....
the olliclai robcee
cart:boat*
ac-cmiporoxf by
proof •-vl purcticso
trinri any P.Irre
Goil bfflo.lort
products fr the

• Great For Hard-To-Get-At Areas
Wicker Furniture, Decorative Metal Work,
Sports Equipment.
• New Aerosol Can Lets You Spray Faster.
• Smooth, Professional Gloss Finish.
• Covers More Surface Per Can.
• Wide Range of Fade-Resistant Colors.

REG.
$2,70

111

99
CAN

SAVE
71 CAN
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SCHOOL BUS
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SCHOOL BUS

ORTENINC
CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

ITELVEETA

42 Oz.
MTN CNECK-011T

44fro*x

\*

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

ems unseat

Ism CNECK-OUT ROAM CERTIFICATE

VAN CAECA-00T 9000S CERTIFICATE

This Ad Geed Aeg.19 nits Aegis

CHECK—OUT BONUS CERTIFICATES — HERE'S HOW THEY WORK••
1. PICK UP A FREE CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE FROM THE
CHECKOUT STAND.

2. YOU GET 1 CHECK-OUT BONUS STAMP FOR EVERY 9.00 YOU
SPEND,(EXCLUDING LIQUOR, TOBACCO, AND TAX)*. PASTE
36 CHECK-OUT BONUS STAMPS IN EACH CERTIFICATE.

3. WHEN YOU CHECKOUT,PRESENT ONE FILLED CHECK-OUT
BONUS CERTIFICATE FOR EACH BONUS SPECIAL YOU
SELECT.
'NAV 111000CTS ALIO EXCLAIM IN KIIITIPCSY I MOUSE

SCHOOL BUS
acuIty Detergiet

TIDE

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

VITIN CNECK-011190MIS CERTIRCATE

EGGS

CHECK-OUT
BONUS
SPECIAL

sin CNECCOUT BOOM CERT1RCATE

Farm's= a
ICE MILK

Baas

SCHOOL BUS

t2 Psi 941149

%mew

UNMAN
CHEESE

MM PLEASER

DINNERS 14 a $149
Olds Park
ORANGE
SINGLES
JUICE
t24:891
AMERICAN
Knift
GRAPEFRUIT
lki Neale4.LLJ JUICE 64 oz.$169
CATSUP 92 ot $129
BISCUIT
MIX

PORK &
BEANSsot

4 goo
c7Fkiz

29

ID OB.

UAW holob Nutty Or
FUME NUTTY
COOKIES 12O.99

otft
CHEF/
WHIZ

5ec5119

tifolgefil

BATH
SOAP
Issifstz ilsielierre 311ess
DILL
PICKLES 32 Ck.5109

:
4
3
7
7
3EAN
- C
:-• '110.
.157..
f 101Ai
SIIOWKAD
0;
.

111110111

tuv

SCHOOL BUS

swim
FISI
POI

°ssn
Mite ARINE

Newel

BACON
BITS

t. '
3O99

&noel

Massie

CORN
1401.994
OIL
Kto
MAYONNAISE

Nablus Iii Sift 0.
CHEESE
NIPS
to a 79s

160.99
Kik

PORK
BARBECUE

CHUNK
HAM

99

61
/
4 Ot

kaI

SLOPPY
JOES
*a99s
wig
LUNCHEON
MEATS
120t $119
OrIsts 401

-prIt•
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OPEN 24 HOURS
MORRELL SPECIALS

SCHOOL BUS
Tyne ends A

Exciting
offer from
John
-Morrell!

MIXED FRYER
PARTS

Kodak's
Partytimei.
Ar
4

4:
1

•

•.

•

'444

(
10

r
7

INSTANT
CAMERA

-

SUCED
BACON

•

See specially marked
packages of John
Nlorrell Bacon
ir details!

12 OM
"

SUCED
BOLOGNA t20129
%flake UAW

SAUSAGE

WIENERS

L299'

120s.$1°9

'

1110sha Sete, Mee Ceder Cet

Cowry Ws Seek

RIO
CHOPS

freell THAW hashes

PORK
RIBS

PORK
TENDERLOINS
ts4299

III"

LI Si39

a

Rhin&Seek

14•12.er Masi

BOLOONA LI79'

BRAUNSCHWIEGER
Le.794

Merril nee & Em Ilelree

Mt Matt Perk Veal, leg Or

BONELESS
HAMS
LB'269

CHUCKWAGON
PATTIES 140t.$1I9

Ms $ittif Tee*"

SCHOOL BUS

RIB EYE
STEAKS

BIG JOHN'S DEU

Noomori.4 nftie•
FAMILY DINNER

La $429

14Ples•41149

NA Del Mede

POTATO SAM

Li99'

Sig Ma Oell Made

WATERGATE SALAD 199
lig Jai Nesie-seede
Oreeebg

FISH
PORTIONS ot.42°9

Vee-O-Kae,

FISH N
CHIPS

$169
140t.

PORK
SAUSAGE Le 79'
Nog
STEAK-UMMS mot.$299

Frei hem

CATFISH
STEAKS

w$149

BREAKFAST
PIMENTO
SPREAD /1
/
4 oi89t CHOPS

FARM FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
-04

We fed

Ng Jobe lost Tries

Mrs. Ileerer's Magee,

SCHOOL BUS

Lb.S1/19

Ulla Nu

PORK
ROAST

ul.$139

_

d a.%spa Ilumpsea

JONATHAN
APPLES

""ItiliPs "
POTATOES

Nr4
" 4tt's7

%ID

201149

Wmileglee bele 111116.1 Pe* Nee

37cir
OWNS
99°

PLUMS
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12, 99'
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494

FRUIT
DRINKS

MOOS .14 89.
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Sale Dates 8-19 - 8-22

Bar

Gentle
Bath So

'30z bar
'Limit 8 b

We're making great
changes daily at Wal-Mart/Big K.
Shop & compare and you'll see we've
cut prices on thousands of name
brand items throughout our
store ... and that's only
the beginning.
Special Buy!
Dock Mates T. for Women
and Children
•Viny I boat shoe with rawhide-type lacing
•Non-slip deck shoe •

1
9
8

$

0
Womens sizes to 10

/
2-12
Childrens 5-8, 81

Save 2.00
Boys Vest

Save 6.97
Jr. & Ladies Corduroy

.5545 Pó cottcri denim
•2 Front patch pockets
'Piping trim
'Contrast stitching
'Button closures
'Sizes 8-18
•Reg. 9.33

•Choose froVssdrted styles
IR camel and other '
Fall colors
'Fully lined with
shoulder padding
'Sizes 5-15. 14-20
'Peg 27 97

/
2-4
Infants 121

$21
Save 2.88

Save 2.40
Girls Stylish T-Straps
•Look of leather uppers
'Sizes 8 2-12 12 1/2-4 .Reg 9 87

Disne
ochoos(

Boys Jeans

favorit€
'Reg. 3.

•55/45 Poly/cotton
pre-washed indigo denim
with 2 front scoop pockets.
2 back patch pockets
'Sizes 8-18
•Reg 10 88

Reg. 18.88
Save 2.91

8.00

Peagasus
Brand
Jeans

,e Up To
I- lington
r ra Rugs

kev decocp
ecer •A,s1

Save 19%
6 Pair Package
Ladies Knee Highs

. Murray
10 Speed
Bicycle

•Big K sheer knee-hi hose
•No.6800/6
•Reg, 1.47

Bili

Pan
•By Lovable
•Reg. 1.94

•Reg.89.97

•By Lovable
•Reg. 1.88

•Assortei
and C

•Size!

51
Back
Pack
Book Sachel
•Model No. 148& 149
•Reg:4.44

Ave
Subject
Notebook
•By Mead
•Reg. 3.33

Academe
Book of
Colors
•By Mead
•Reg. 1.76

Samsung
Portable
Refrigerator
•With Pockets
•Reg. 1.27

•Model No. SR-050D
•
•Reg. 99.94

Ass()
Besp

•ByCz
Twin
'
Reg.

12.
Full
Reg.

• eoi4, IVIRr•

I PR% • V%

I. P..% • A.41

M.ot Soil., for
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Low weight may be cause
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB — I am
interested in knowing some
of the possible reasons
(other than pregnancy) why
women don't menstruate as
they should. I began menstruation when I was 16 and
was normal until I started to
college two years later. I
menstruated the day school
began and the following
January. That was the last
time I menstruated on my
own.
A year later I had tests
and was treated with Provera until I menstruated. I
have missed periods since
when not taking the medicine and am not regular.
I am 20 now, 5-feet-2 and
weigh 95 pounds. I weighed
105 before I went to college
but due to lots of exercise
and little eating, I weighed
90 pounds at the end of the
first year.
I don't eat very much
meat and almost no eggs. I
do eat cheese, peanut butter,
vegetables, cereal and drink
milk. I jump rope about 500
steps a day. My doctor told
me I would do better if I
gained 20 pounds. I don't
want to gain unless I have
to. Do you think I'll ever
return to normal?

EMIRS
GUtALL

Save 34%
Bordens 4 Oz.
School Glue or
Glue-All

Oil of Olay*
Lotion
•4 Ounces
•Limit 2

•Reg 66c •Limit 2

DEAR READER — It
depends upon what is causing your menstrual irregularities. The tests you've had
taken may help answer that
question. There is a good
chance your problems are
related to being too thin.
Many women athletes and
ballet dancers have this
problem. There is much
speculation about the mechanism but absence of sufficient body fat seems to be a
factor. Fat is an endocrine
organ and plays a role in
creating certain forms of
estrogen. In general, a little
fat tends to raise a woman's
level of some fractions of
estrogen.
The normal menstrual
cycle and some information
about irregularity is included in The Health Letter
number 17-2, Female Reproductive Function, which I
am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
When insufficient body fat
stores are the problem,

Special Orientation
Set At Murray State
Aladdin Lunch Kit With
Matching Half-Pint Bottle
•InsulatedV2 pint bottle 'Assorted designs
•Reg 466'No, KA321

3-Pack

Bic Clic Pens
3-Pack
•Medium point
*Reg. 1 66'No S-2074D

A special mini-orientation
session for entering
freshmen who were unable
to attend one of the school's
four summer.orientation sessions has been scheduled for
Monday; Aug.24, at Murray
State University.
Scheduled for 1 p.m. in the
theater on the third level of
the University Center, the
session has been designed to
help the in-coming students
plan their class schedules
and in preparing for the
registration process the
following day.

Faculty members from
each of the university's six
colleges will be on hand to
assist the new students.
More than 1,400 incoming
freshmen and transfer
students attend the university's four two-day orientation sessions during the past
two months.
Two days of late registration precedure . is also
r Monday and
ached,
,'
. 24 and 25, at
Tu
te, and classes
Murraare slated to begin Wednesday,Aug.26.

regaining normal fat deposits for a female will restore
her normal function. So it is
not a permanent problem. I
am struck with the number
of letters from young girls
wanting to be thin and the
nufnber having menstrual
troubles. Women cannot
expect to have normal hormone functions if they eat
improperly or get too thin.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
you tell my husband if there
is any danger is spraying
salt water in his nostrils
nearly every night and
sometimes three or four
times a day? He says it
cures his sinuses but he has a
snoring-like sound constantly.
By the way, he smokes a
lot — about three or four
packs a day. He has a deep
down cough and has a lot of
phlegm in the mornings. He

will not go to a doctor.
DEAR READER — If be
has had that cough very
long, he had better see a
doctor. At the least he gni>.
ably has chronic broochais
which leads to incrg011ed
narrowing of the air *Its
and serious lung disease.',4Salt water will not
any infection he has in'
sinuses. The most he can.
doing is irrigating his main
nasal passages — which Are
not the sinuses anyway. If he
wants to do something for
his sinuses, he should skop
smoking.
If he smokes as much -as
you say and has symptoms
already, he has a significantly increased risk of lung
cancer. After all, it is the
leading cause of cancer
deaths in men and about .90
percent of lung cancers are
associated with cigarette
smoking.

WASHINGTON (AP) — 30. The FBI annouLti;ect
John W. Hinckley Jr., charg- recently that its extensive ined with attempting to vestigation had conchided
assassinate President Hinckley acted aim.

Department spokesman
Tom DeCair said Hinckley
made the 85-minute trip
from the Federal Correctional Institution at Butner,
N.C., to the brig of the
Marine Corps training base
at Quantico, Va., aboard a
Marine Corps helieopter in
the custody of U.S. marshals.

department
Justice
sources who declined to.tge
identified said they expect a
federal grand jury here to
return an indictment in the
case by the end of this week
or early next week.
DeCair said Hinckley was
moved because the Butner
prison staff had completed a
psychiatric examination
ordered by a U.S. District
Judge William B. Bryant.
The results of that examination were submitted to the
judge here Aug. I'and sealed. Published reports,

Hinckley is accused of
wounding Reagan and, a
Secret Service agent outside
a Washington hotel March

prison doctors concluded
Hinckley was competent to
stand trial and was sane at
the time of the shooting.

Reagan, has completed
court-ordered psychiatric
tests and was transferred
Tuesday to a military brig
near Washington,the Justice
Department said.

however, have said that the

Deluxe Caliper Brakes with
Dual Position Safety Levers

Your Choice
24" or 26"10-Speeds

94J8*

2.3

Men's or ladies' models; lightweight;
has chrome disc chain guard and rims;
safety reflectors. Shimano shifting
85-105-7 108 130-2 130-4
system

3Save 1.11

Disney Totes and School Bags

0Choose from many colors and styles with your
'favorite Disney characters
bReg. 3.44 *No. 120

•No. M24CA
•Reg. 12.88

•

Even Less
With Trade

Your Choice
Girl's or Boy's
20" Hi-Rise

69.99*
•

< 'e Up To 4.88
i. lington "Somerset"
r ma Rugs
?t, key design .Made of T revue
'ester •Asst colors

21 — x34"
Reg 5 33

$
$10

24"•42"
Reg 8 33
34"a54"
Reg 14 88

Bikini
Panties

Big K
Typing
Paper

•A3sorted Styles
and Colors

•100 Count
•Reg 88'

•Sizes 5-7

Compass
and
. Protactor
Set
•By Pedigree
•Reg. 73'
Scotch

580

1
ii

II
I

Assorted
'By Cannon
Twin Size
6 Reg. 14.77

12.97

Flex Balsam
Et Protein

VO5
Hair
Spray

Shampoo

•Reg. 2.13

•Reg. 1.74

Full Size
16 97
'Reg.

Cellophane Tape

Bike Lock

44c

Sale Prbee

1.•,-,;:2P,- -..
WAL-NART/BiG K ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our intention t•
have every advertised item in stock however, if due to any unforeseen reason, an ad
item isnmoetracvhaailebie
isefo
tor purchraxa.s .ktkitg;t,sa
lEtiltKprw
iciell
R
eraianvC
adhaeckt on
request for
be
:
VeV i
whenever
ble
will sell
a similar tern at a comparable reduction in price We
isueo
serve the
to
limit Quantities

e
M..,

Soils

es.. • Will Mart Sells for Less• VVal Mart

ells for Less • titi,‘I M.Irt

Combination Lock :
2 in. shackle; just in
time for your school or
gym locker. 40 536 4

Sip, pour or
a straw.,

1.27

14.97
•

Deluxe banana saddle,
chrome rims, coaster brake
and reflectors 65 130 8 118

Partially assembted in the cation.

Tube ocks

S4 87
Less Mall-In
Muppets or Peanuts
Youth size 8-11, over-theThermos Rebate St 00 calf
With 8 oz Flip N
style All white or
Final Cost
c. 3.A2
striped
SIP bottle
W/Mail-In Rebate
,43i72 -3

3.87

OTASCO

Prices Good Through Saturday at all OTASCO Stores and Participating Dealers
•
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Kids' Needs Pose No Threat
To A Satisfying Marriage

2. Notice

PROVO, Utah. AP Can couples have the best of
both worlds - a happy marriage and children too?
Though much research
since 1940 shows it's difficult, says a Brigham
Young University professor,
he believes couples can
avoid much of the stress and
strain that children pose to
marriage without avoiding
parenthood.
Dr. Boyd C. Rollins points
out that most family studies
indicate that, on the
average, marital satisfaction begins to decline at the
birth of the couple's first
child, levels out at the bottom during the oldest child's
adolescent years, and then
starts rising again about the
time the children leave
home.
Studies have also indicated that marital
satisfaction was higher for
couples with no dependent
children in the home than for
comparable couples with
children, adds Rollins, BYU
professor of Family Studies
and an Associate of the BYU

Family and Demographic
Research Institute.
Despite such research, he
hesitates to label children as
the main catalyst for
decreasing marital satisfaction.
"Although the amount of
time a couple spends
together and the amount of
time they communicate are
correlated with the level of
satisfaction toward their
marriage or their children,
in the studies I have examined the importance married
people place on companionship
remains
high
regardless of their situation.
"This suggests that if
couples spend a lot of time
together children won't interfere with the quality of
their marriage," Rollins
says.
Rollins discovered that
children's activities often
push couples into peripheral,
time-consuming obligations
which ultimately keep them
from spending as much time
as they would like with each
other and with their
children.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
4 Vessels
5 Beverage
6 Small finch
7 Engine
8 A Fitzgerald
12 Mountain on
8 Holds in high
Crete
regard
13 Mixture
9 Hawaiian
14 Leak through
wreath
15 Seine
10 Bulgarian
16 Not final
money
18 Cavits
i Imitate
20 Facial feature 17 Coniunction
21 Digraph
19 Hebrew letter
22 Pronoun
221n what
23 Gaelic
manner/
27 Prohibit
24 Scale note
29 Extra bed
25 Surfeit
30 Besmirch
26 Emerald isle
31 Preposition
27 Foreman
32 Nod
28 Poker stake
33 Aeriform29 Man on the
fluid
beat '
34 Scale note
30 Posed for a
35 Precipitous
portrait
37 Fruit seed
32 Joining
38 Chicken
33 Rummy
39 Chair
game
40 Metal
1
2 3
fastener
ACROSS
1 Kind of code
4 Date tree

41 Earth
goddess
42 Have on
44 Less good
47 Pierce
51 Roman
bronze
52 Cry of
Bacchanals
53 Knife thrust
54 Once around
track
55 Caution
56 Lampreys
57 Arid
DOWN
1 Metallic
element
2 Mental image
3 Sponsor

Answer to Taesday's Puzzle
Do
A

V

E

010

36 Babylonian
deity
37 Buccaneer
38 Harbinger
40 Analyze a
sentence
41 Proceed
43 And Lat
44 Spider's
4

5

12

13

t 15

16

MAST

MUM COD MOU A
MUDD CUMULI 14
MOO
EMU
IMRE MOW
MO ENDUCU MU
10130
M
U0 MODEM CU
MUCID MEM
COM
OMMUU
=MUM MUUMUU
MUM MUM COMO
A
MOM =UM

6

traps
45 Scorch
46 Discover
47 Church
bench
48 A Gabor
49 Con"""
50 Hindu
cymbals

7

6

9

10 it

14

17

113
1
1 111 21

1

2 20 01123 24

,.3;1111L_

,2

4, lio

39

1,
11

44
1151

52

53

55

se

LET'S GET
SOMETHING
STRAIGHT,
BEAGLE;

'When I did my last study,
parents were saying things
like,'My primary interest is
meeting the needs of my
family. I wish I could spend
more time with my kids, but
really it's for my kids that
I'm working overtime. It's
for my kids that I'm working
in Cub Scouts and coaching
Little League baseball and
involved with the PTA and
doing this church work and
helping with this other community project.'
"Some say,'Well, we have
to sacrifice for the benefit of
the kids," Rollins continues.
"But the kids are not going
to be helped if the quality of
the marriage is decreased.
Indirectly that is going to
hurt the kids. It always
does."
Rollins' research indicates
parents must spend as much
time together throughout
their marriage as they did
when newly wed - if they
expect marital satisfaction
to remain high. For those
couples who managed to
maintain a higher level of
companionship throughout
the marriage, marital
satisfaction didn't follow the
typical decline when dependent children were in the
home.
A higher awareness of the
potential threats to companionship and more commitment to companionship can
keep children from hurting
marriages, Rollins explains.
For example, one couple
had two sons, one in high
school and one in junior high.
Both boys played basketball,
with their games often
scheduled at the same time.
The parents wanted to support their children and so
every week the father would
attend one game,the mother
the other game and the next
week they would switch.
After attending a lecture
by Rollins, the couple decided to change the situation.
Each boy would now have
both of his parents in the audience every other week. In
the new arrangement, the
parents could enjoy an evening together as well as
demonstrate their interest in
the sons' athletic events.

57

IN This FAMILY THERE'S
RANK,SEE ?MOM AN'PAP
ARE AT THE TO17ANDThEN
IT'S MY (BROTHER AND ME!

2. Nolice
posspol

publicity punts

HARLEQUIN
ROMANCES
leeks ea sale .10
each. Cash only,
trades. liegast 20, 21
sod 22nd.

BOOKRACK
80$ Cbestnat
Merrily, Ky.

is

a• r,

iesumrs

re9.0,01.onS

Carter Studio
300 Main

753 52913

Lysdhi Gorse Dom
aid Gyumstics Studio
- Register new fee Fel
.
.
dos.
.
753-4447

FOR SALE
197$ Camaro, nice
coodition, runs great,
AM radio, power
steering, power
brakes, sir, aatessatic
305 VII, 24 pies mpg.
highway, 17 city, new
tires, new braes,
nols. $4200.00 or
but reasonable offer.
753-4094.
Ammesemsmmummme,A
What we do best is care
Needline 753-6333

SPECIAL
SMITH a wissoli
Customized by Power
Custom Ind. Mo 44
Col. Magnum II"
Darrel

$995.00
Silver
a *Al

Pew.Sleep
gym*Plaza
Span IP cu.WI p.m.
753-7113

Liquidation* Sale. Nostalgia
Nook Antique Shop. All
merchandise lA off. Furniture. primative General
Store glassware, and etc.
Hwy. 68, 1 mile south of
Fairdealing. 354-6306.

SPECIAL
Smith & Wesson
Model 629 Stainless
44
Cal.
Steel
Magnum. Full target
presentation. The only
one in Calloway CoatTY•

$675.00

111
0
,
4_,

liv42 II

True seals cannot turn
their hind flippers forward
and use them like feet on
land. They hunch along like
giant caterpillars, dragging
their hind flippers behind
them, according to National
Geographic.

Silver &
Gold Pawn
Shop
OtroPic Pion
Opus cm,to p.m.
753-7113

Wheat hock poosits, by the
10t1 bag, hog Sr 41sags all
not break down to maim
unseats. Good aloction o1
aitos la latter- category
sal 753-8231 hum 2-4
p.m. mod 7-10 p.m. Ma,* Han Sat. Prisms aro
Immo for olio
loosing stow. Private
MOW
alsolossis wily duelers wakens'. Prices aro

This
week's
service special at
Rudolph Tires and
Alignment
Inc.
formerly Goodyear
Service Store,
Tune Up

34.00

Alignment

12.50

Oil & Lube

7.00

3.-Card of Thanks
We wish to express our
most sincere and heartfelt
thanks to the many friends
and relatives for the
beautiful flowers, food,
cards, and prayers we
received in the loss of our
loved one, Richard. Thanks
to Harvey Lynn Elder and
Jerry Mayes for their most
comforting words, to Larry
Colley and the singers for
the beautiful songs, and to
the pallbearers. May God
bless each of you in our
prayer.
Love, The Richard Bazzell
Family.

5. Lost & Found
Lost, Billfold near J.C.
building, Saturday night.
Keep cash, please return
wallet. Call Paul Rushing.
753-7708. Lost. Boxer puppy. Lyndia
Cochran Dance Studio
753-4647
Lost, brown billfold, with
$25 to $30. switch key,
driver's license, Social
Security card inside, and
pictures. J. Smith, Dexter.
KY. 437-4853. Lost in
Kroiers' of Murray, or in
Hardin.
Lost, two small black and
tan beagles. 1 male and 1
female, in Golo-Kirksey
area. Last seen in Coldwater
and Stella area. Wearing
collar, which has wrong
phone no. Call 489-2885
after 6 p.m. Reward
offered.

NOW,qOU WANNA KNOW
WHERE qOU COME IN 7
.1 10U ARE AT THE BOTTOM!!
YOU RANK THE LOWEST!

6. HeltrWanted
SLUGGO --YOU
HAVEN'T DONE
ANYTHING BUT
LIE THERE
TODAY

I WENT TO
THE CAFE
TO EAT

THE BUSINESSMAN'S
LUNCH

WHAT
DID
YOU
HAVE?

THAT

WHY PO I SUDDENLY
FEEL LIKE Ti4E KID IN
11.11RI, GRAPE W)-10
DIDN'T GET ANY
VALENTINE

SMACK

cTh-r-2)
es00A1
I LIKE THE

Maness's Fish Market needs
people to dress fish. Call
759-1148.

6. Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

Addressers wanted immediately - Work at homeExcellent pay - Write
Republic Service, 2971
Flowers Road South, Suite
Georgia
100, Atlanta
30341

Auto Mechanic must have
1 to 2 years experience
Hand tools required Good
pay and benefits Apply at
Murray Datsun

Experienced Body-man,
810 Sycamore St. 7y
Auto Sales. 753-7 9,
753-7171
Experienced plaster person,
starting salary $150 week.
Also need experienced
technician for dental crown
and
bridge laboratory
C DJ or equipment. Starting salary $300 per week.
LK Stacey, 753-0000, or
S.D.S. (502)442-7777. 725
Lone Oak Rd. Paducah.
HELP WANTED. $219.00
weekly average working part
or full time
Weekly
paychecks mailed directly
to you from Home Office.
Start immediately. No
experience necessary. Work
at home. National company. All ages. Details and
application sent. Send your
name and address to: Bond
Industries, Kendalia, Texas
78027,
IMMEDIATE OPENING. Part
time apparel sales. Must be
available 10 a.m. through 9
p.m Experience prefered.
Apply in person, MINNENS,
OLYMPIC PLAZA. E.O.E.
Ky. based motor carrier
seeking owner operators,
with 1976 model tractors,
tandem with sleeper unit.
Submit complete resume,
including past 10 years
working
experience.
Minimum 2 years on the
road. Minimum age 30
years. P.O. Box 1040-P.
Maid needed two to three
days per week.' Must be
neat. have own transportation, references. Send
resume to P.O.Box 402.
Murray, Ky.
Need a lob? Qualifications:
16-21 years of age, no high
school diploma or GED,
unemployed, a school
dropout for at least nine
months. Call Dan Walker,
Job Coordinator; Nick'
Blanchard. Counselor, 7539378 Calloway County
YETf Program.
Need extra Christmas
money?! Three ladies
needed to help with direct
sales. Not door to door. Part
time. $100 and up; Full
time, $200 and up. For
interview, send phone no.
to Box 252.
Ii ours
I Work your own boors.
I-MAC awls wrong
la your was to offer
Iwo of toys, gifts mai
door Items on the
lam NO wolwenigma. No inwstusiont,
wing or Wading. Cla
end phew moiled. Mu
booking aortas. Cal tel
fro*: 1-800.553-1077, w
writ*: 141111-1AAC, 801
Jackson Street, Dobowto,
Iowa 52001.

NOTICE

IS United Feseure Synecm•

MY
8oYFFR'i EINP
BRAD

ID THE EIRSSIFIEOSIP

EVERY Day IS SALE DRY

I LIKE TI-4E

CARAMELS

WHAT
WAO
THAT?

4441111w.

-.41111A1,100'

;

NORMAL-SIZE JUNGLE
FOLK ARE TERRIFIED BY
THE PYGMIES,„ THEIR
PC:719ON WEAPONS ARE
LEGENDARY.

The City of Murray Sanitation Deportment,
Landfill Division, is now accepting applications for
a heavy equipment operator. Only applicants with
a minimum of five years experience will be considered. All application forms available at
Sanitation Department, 201 Andrus Drive. No
Applications accepted after 4:00 p.m. September
4, 1 981. Equal Opportunity Employer.

RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, Mr. Not Ryan Hughes has served
the Murray Electric System in many capacities
since September 15, 1961, and
WHEREAS, these capacities hove included the
positions of Board Member, Chairman of the
Board, Attorney, and Secretary, and
WHEREAS, Mr. Not Ryon Hughes has provided
his time and talents without compensation on
many occasions, and
WHEREAS, Mr. Nat Ryan Hughes recently
passed away while representing the Murray Electric System as Legal Counsel and Secretory to the
Board of Directors, and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the Murray Electric System to honor and pay tribute to the
capable and unselfish leaders who have invested
in its destiny.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the
Murray Electric System, on behalf of all of our
employees and the citizens of Murray make
known to Mrs. Imogene Hughes and the Hughes
family its appreciation for Mr. Nat Ryan Hughes'
many years of service and contributions,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this
resolution be spread upon the minutes of the
Murray Electric System and also transmitted to
Mrs Imogene Hughes.
• f3uieki and signed at Murray, Kentucky, this
12th day of August, 1981.
Mary Jane Jackson
Chairperson
Murray Electric System
Plant Board

.4P

;.•

16. Home Furnishing

Secretary, 50 words per
minute. August through
December $3.35 an hour
Action
Personnel
753,6532.
The ultimate marketing
plan in existence. Distributors are converting
daily. No obligations, just
need listeners who want to
get ahead. Call 901-6449302.

NELP WANTED
Night
Day and
Waitresses. Apply in
Jerry's
Person,
Restaurant, South
1 2th St., Murray, Ky.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 153-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
Will babysit in my home.
North Calloway district.
759-1524.
Will work on liwn mowers
Call 753-0751.

11. Instructions
GUITAR LESSONS. RockJazz-Country- All styles. For
beginners and advanced
players of all ages. Chuck's
Music Center. 753-3682.
WANTED-SEND
HELP
RESUME
If you have trouble preparing a resume for job
• application-let us assist
you. We will professionally
prepare a complete resume
for your personal use,
impress prospective employers and increase your
chances for job procure.
ment. For further informa4573 after
tion, phone 759
;
6p.m.
Piano lessons-Classes for
the very young, ages 4-6.
Opening for older beginners
and adults. Call Karen
Greer, 159-4410 for
appointment.

Hotpoint portable washer
and dryer. Excellent condition, $200. 753-8675
Portable dishwasher, white
delux Kenmore, excellent
condition. Call after 5 p.m ,
753-0006

al

19. Farm

2 or 3
fur nis
and
condi'
naturi
May I
753-5
Two
mobil
inforn
Real E

Equipment
2 Scaffold wagons. Call
after 4-00p m., 435-4305.
Ford tractor, plow disc and
cultivator. 753-4601.
Massey Ferguson 4-10
combine. Both headers.
Good condition. 492-8989,
1966 Mac Tractor truck,
excellent condition. Call
345-2861.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
For Sale: Flute, used less
than 4 years. Phone
753-3895.

MICROWAVE
OVEN
take up
monthly payments
Warranteed

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous

Floating duck blind.
12x26', steel construction.
Bargain
1972 Caprice 850. Green
Black interior. AM, tilt
wheel. Call 753-5281.
For Sale: Approx. 900
unused brick. $60.00.
Phone 753-3895.
Office equipment, used
Apeco Super-stat copier
$300 Call 753-0757

16. Home
Furnishings
Beige Naugihyde couch and
matching chair, $75.00.
Four wood chairs, $10.00.
Phone 753-8880.
Early
Four
antique
American walnut chairs
Call
Perfect condition
759-1658

For R
SPACI
Bailey
Villagi

Two I
Murra
489-2

25:1

We
air-col
buy
Dill's I

3E1

S11

Repossed

Pb.751 1914

Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter.
436-2158

2 E
trailer
Call 7

22. Musical

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

2 Captain's chairs, with
swivel base: 1 sofa bench
seat for wan: Hoover vacuum
canister, $25.00; Encycloptiies.`- $50.00. Call
753-2226.
4 Steel belted radial tires,
size 250-14. Like new.
$100. Call 492-8851.
BODY SHOP EQUIPMENT
Kansas jack frame puller
with porta-power and
attachments, $350.
2-wheel dolley for towing
wrecked vehicles, $350.
Flat bed trailer with 8"
tires, $100.
Ten hp. Case garden
tractor, hydrostatic drive.
$750.
Four 36" florescent lights,
$10 each.
Call 382-2832 anytime.

1971
11
/
2 b
throug
1534

Wallpaper Close-Out, Over
3000 roils in stock.
Prepasted-strippablescrubbable. Values to
$13.95, single roll Now
$4.99 single roll. The
Sherwin Williams Company

12. Insurance

15. Articles For Sale

27. I

For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp. gas
motor. $275. 1968 Firebird
body. good shape. $275,
Call 753-8127.
Hydraulic floor jack, 11
/
2
ton. 1976 Chevrolet ton
utility truck with fuel and
gasline tank and two
electric pumps. Call 7534417.

Beaut!
equip:
furnisl

Garagi
All ut
753-1.

32-.1

2 Be(
attracl
centra
kitche
rush&
hooku
7550.
Apartr
the L
52991

One
apartn
house,
Panor;
ferenc
quest(

One
duple)
water
753-1:

Small
Marne
Pets.
407 S.

One electric welder, gas
motor driven with oxygen
and air tank, hose, cutting
torch and gauges, on 2
wheel trailer. 753-4417

26. TV-Radio
AM/FM stereo, with turn
table and cassette. Call
753-1499.

RECORDS
&
TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES

CLAYTONS
epee tIll 7:00

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 mobile home, excellent condition. Central heat
and air. Call 436-2944 after
5.
1975 Mobile home in
excellent condition, 12x60
Central heat/air, stove,
refrig.. Washer & dryer. 1
bedroom with expanding
living room or 2 bedroom
$6000.00 Located at B-3
Fox Meadows 753-6979 or
759-4066.
Two Bedroom mobile home,
partially furnished Also
1976 Grand Prix, loaded.
low mileage Call 753-8498

ATTENTION FARMERS
LORMA LYNN FELD
OEMONSTRATNIN OAT
SPIESOIUD IT:Mk admen end
&•Equipment
At Oho Delo Mei* MO 8-81. PrOder.
amend
21, 11111. le Waverly Tem. Per reservations

• G Eigvicret

EON
-.7==
Unfur
duple
from
frigerz
Singlr
requir
753-2,

31.1

Furnis
K itch'

341
3 be
unfurr
nice.
$250
deposi
Beauti
in Ne
story,
bath.
Refere
requir
Call cr
753-0'
For re
the Ul
ate up
can s
call 75
Four
brick,
$495,
deposi
2649
Compl
round,
Shore!,
deck
753-21
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34. Houses For Rent 41. Public Sale
27. 11611e-Homes
43. Real Estate
For Sale Log house. 1 acre, 14 miles Garage Sale, August 20 and
1971 12)(64' 3 bedroom.
11
/
2 bath. Newly carpeted
throughout. Call after 5,
753-4469.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
2 Bedroom furnished
trailer, $135 per month.
Call 753-5750.
2 or 3 bedroom, completely
furnished, new furniture
and
carpet, airconditioning, Cablevision,
natural gas, central heat.
May be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. For more
information. call Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.
For Rent: MOBILE HOME
SPACE, Near University on
Bailey Road, Mobile Home
Village. Phone 753-3895.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets, Call
489-2611.

29. Heating-Cooling
We repair and clean
air-conditioners. We also
buy used air-conditioners.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
RAW
Warshosse
Storage Specs
For Rost
Ii
)
i -41511
Beauty Shop for rent, all
equipment and utilities,
furnished. Call 753-1217.
Garage space, two 24x15',
All utilities furnished. Call
753-1217.

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bedroom apartments in
attractive setting. Carpeted,
- central heat and air.
kitchen appliances furnished, washer and dryer
hookup. 753-7559 or 7537550.
Apartment for rent. Close to
the University. Call 7535299 or 753-9138.
One bedroom furnished
apartment in lakefront
house, with boat ramp.
Panorama Shores. References and deposit requested. 436-2484.
One bedroom furnished
duplex, quiet location,
water furnished. $150. Call
753-1222.
Small furnished apartment.
Married couple only, no
pets, no children, See at
407 S. 8th.
Row loss*

MURtAl.
APARTMENTS
1,3 3 basso nth Iris
Min Pa ft Has•
lowed a& Rah co.
OWN costal hal sod sir,
mods( Moo oppliskos.
Olics Rows 140.-Fri.
1211 Now
banned Dr.
Nerdy, Ky.
512-158-4884
Nod Nisie °Nodosity

from town. With 21 Baby items, clothes,
greenhouse and large quilt tops, TV 4 miles down
basement. 436-5859.
Airport Rd on Spring Creek
Rd
bath
New 2 bedroom, 2
house. Furnished or un- 43. Real Estate
furnished,
including •
washer/dryer. No pets. 2
Hemmed In? The
miles from town. $200
open spaciousness of
month, $150 deposit.
this one floor plan
753-4110.
makes the kitchen,
dining area, and
Newly remodeled 2 bedroom house for rent.
ing room practically
Furnished or unfurnished.
one huge room with
Call 753-7499 or 753-0743
beamed cathedral
after 5.
ceiling and indirect
lighting. The 3
Partially furnished 2 bedbedrooms are in a
room home. 8 miles out on
quiet separate wing.
New Concord Hwy. Couples
Add 1 and 34 baths.
only. Call 753-3249 after 5
p.m.
This home has an
assumable
Two bedroom lakefront
loan...priced in the
house with garage and boat
low 40's. Call 753ramp, in Panorama Shores.
1492. Offered by CenKitchen appliances furtury 21 Loretta Jobs,
nished. References and
Realtors.
deposit requested. 4362484.
Unfurnished 2 story frame
with 3 bedrooms, dining
LORETTA JOBS,
room, and half basement.
1200 Sycamore REALTORS
Murray Kentucky 42071
In walking distance of
1502) 753-1492
downtown. Gas heat.
$280.00/month plus deposit. Call 759-1163 or
New List*
753-3762.
Three bedroom brick,
36. For Rent Or
1/
1
2 baths, central
For Lease heat and air, wood
deck, carport.
For Lease: Beautiful new
home, 3 large bedrooms, 3
Owner financing, two
full baths, sunken living
bedroom
house on
room, formal dining room.
large
lot.
12 miles
Huge family room with
west on 94.
fireplace. Central heat/air
and vacuum. Many extras.
7934999
On 4 acre wooded lot, 61
/
2
•
southwest.
miles
No pets.
RI Si 151.511
$350 month, $300 deposit.
l.PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Owner moving. 753-4110..

, 21.

Four-car • shop for rent.
Phone 753-8606 or 7539997.

38. Pets-Supplies
Registered Pointer puppies.
Champion blood lines. Call
474-2277 between noon
and 5 p.m

40. Produce
You Pick
Purple Hull Peas
Blueberries Squash
Peas. S6 00 bushel
Blueberries
54 Oi
gallon Squash 30
pound
Picking will begin
Friday and Saturday August 21st 8.
22nd 10 00 until
dark First come, first serve bases. For
directions, call 7530463. or 753-7858
Apples, Red & Yellow
Delicious,
Courtland.
Grimes Golden. Cider.
Tucker Orchards, Landfill
Rd. 489-2467.
Watermelons. L.T. Pete
Valentine, 1-901-642-4439.

41. Public Sale

Garage Sale, Friday and
Saturday, ,21st and 22nd.
22 Off-- tlfinborough,
Gatesborough. Good brand
name boys and girls
clothing, maternity clothes,
adult clothing, baby
stroller, baby items, lamps,
and misc. items. Rain or
shine.
Unfurnished 1 bedroom
duplex apartment. 1 block Garage Sale, Wed. Misc.
from campiW6tove, re-- items, plus boy's clothing,
frigerator.
r furnished. sizes 12 and up; women's
Singlr irAred. References and men's clothing, all
required. $145 month. Call sizes. Also, Tall men sizes,
large and extra large. North
753-2234.
121, this side of Calloway
33. Rooms for Rent Graves
line.
Furnished room, carpeted. Moving Sale. Many items.
Kitchen and laundry August 19 and
20th. Go
facilities. Call 759-4538.
3
34. Houses For Rent miles on 94 West to 783
3 bedroom, all electric, South: go 3 miles. Follow
unfurnished home. Very signs. 753-4110.
nice. Available Sept. I. rard Sale-Saturday & Sun$250 per month rent. $150 day, 22nd & 23rd. 8:00 till
? Household goods, some
deposit. Call 753-9829.
antiques, power tools, odds
Beautiful house and 2 acres and ends. Take Hwy 121 to
in New Concord area. One Shamrock Resort sign. Turn
story, three bedroom, 2 left 1 mile.
bath $300 per month.
References and deposit Yard Sale-Friday and Saturrequired. Couples prefered. day, 121 N. at Graves and
Call owner at 436-5676 or Calloway Co. line, beside
Blacks Grocery.
753-0186.
Yard
Sale: Several parties.
For rent: Large house near'
the University. With separ- Hospital bed, furniture,
ate upstairs apartment you books7 plants, clothes,
can sublet. If interested,. infant to adult, and misc.
Friaay, 7 a.m.-7 p.m.,
call 753-5870.
Saturday. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Four bedroom, 2 bath, 1624 College Farm Rd.
brick, near University, '
$495. Carpet, no pets, Yard sale, Sat.. Aug. 22
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
deposit. 759-1074, 7531015 Story Ave.
2649.
Clothing; table with 6
Completely furnished, year chairs: 2-14" tiles: drapes
round, cabin, Pine Bluff with bedspreads to match.
Shores, $200. Two sun Baked items, lemonade
759-1074, stand. - Lots
, decks.
of
753-2649.
miscellaneous items.

t

$100,000
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOLLARS
Would be a small price to
pay for the magnificent
view of Kentucky Lake you
can buy for $11,900.
Beautiful ridge top side
shaded by mature oaks with
3 bedroom mobile home,
deck. carport. 90 ft. well,
all weather road. Call
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.
FOR RENT
Three bedroom, 2
bath house for rent,
1315 Olive Blvd. $375
per month.
Home or business for
rent call
Skeet Waldrop
Reel Estote
Uncle Joffe
con«
75,-1707

753-1222
Homes FOR L11/1116
NEW LISTING
130 acres farm with
attractive 2 bedroom
home and several
outbuildings only 8
miles southeast of
Murray. Acreage includes approximately 55 tendable acres.
Being sold to settle
estate. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty, for Real Service
in Real Estate.
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING
Four bedroom home
with
basement
located
near
downtown. Owner
being transferred
nd will sell at a
sacrifice. Asking only $36,500. Very
reasonable utility
bills. Phone 753-1222,
opperud Real

YOUR TASTES!
o. 374 - ACRE. New,
nfinished 2-story
house is mostly
nclosed, has roof on,
lanned for 3 or 4
rooms, 11
/
2 baths,
16x20 living room
with bay, attached
garage. Pretty
Views, cedar and oak
Rural
trees.
neighborhood
located 3 miles from
lake and school, 7
miles to college.
$13,900; $7000down,
12. interest on
balance.
STROUT REALTY
Joe I.. Kennon lirniter
111012('oWirater

7534184 An time)

43. Real Estate

RI)

JORS I
BO
REAL ESTATE
7534010
_1

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

THIS IS IT!!
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location
all at a reasonable
price! Brick veneer,
4 extra large
bedrooms, with huge
closets, 2 full baths,
den with fireplace,
big kitchen-dinnette,
central gas heat and
air-conditioning.
Located in Bagwell
Manor near shopping. An unusually
good home at only
$66,900.00
RIVERWOOD
Large residential lot,
city water, sewer
available, located in
prestigious Riverwood. Owner will
finance 25% down,
12% interest. Only
$7,500.

753-8080
Ponies).Thomas
losereoce &
Real Estate
Sootfiskie Ceort Sq.
Money,Kestocky
753-4451

L

0
753-1222
HOMES FOR UVIII1G

REDUCED
$4,500
Two-story franife
home within walking
distance to Murray
Middle School and
downtown. This atand
tractive
economical home
remodeled in 1978
has 3 bedrooms, dining room, half basement and many other
features including
gas heat and storm
windows. Phone today for an unusually
good buy at only
$34,000. Phone 7531222 Kopperud Realty.
PRICE REDUCED
$10,000
4000 square foot in
meta
sulated
building on 11
/
2acres,
located on busy
highway 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
*3 below replacement
cost. Raiload access
in back of property.
Additional adjoining
2 acres are available.
Price reduced $10,000
to upper $50's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Real in Murray.
RI

sirable location for
it her home or office.
e have a 4 bedroom
ome near 1 2th and
ycomore. Gas heat
central air conditioning. Priced to
sell.
Joke C.
thebeeer
Reel Estate
1111 Sycamore
15 -0 01 7531

Protessiona I Serv ices
With The Friendly Touch

WHY PAY RENT?
701 Vine St.- This
newly decorated,
newly carpeted 2
B.R. home has 2
fireplaces, one in living room, one in Rec.
room in basement,
central gas floor fura ir nance,
conditioning,
draperies included.
Walking distance to
hospital, downtown,
shopping. New exterior siding. Owner
loss your gain a
$26,000.
HAVE YOUR CAKE
AND EAT IT TOO!!
A sound investment
that will pay fo
itself!! Modern brick
duplex--4
rooms,
bath, modern kitchen
with appliances, central heat and central
air. Each side. Good
ocation. $52,900

753-8080
Appraisals - Counciling - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753-9894
If Mobile Homes is your
choice, we have many to
choose from: '69 2 bdrm., 1
bath, $4200. '71 2 bdrm.,
1 bath on nice shaded /
1
2
acre, $8900. '742 bdrm., 2
bath, $5500. '75 2 bdrm.,
2 bath on ki acre, $13,700.
'79 double wide on nice
shaded lot, $17.750.
Call Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

BETTER BUY
Good location-close
shopping.
to
/
2 story
Remodeled 11
brick home with big
comfbrtable rooms- 2
large bedrooms up.
Located in Hazel on a
75x140 lot, nice variety of fruit trees and
garden area. Very
affordable at just
$29,900. Take actioncall today!!
GOODBYE TO CITY
CRAMPS!!
3 B.R. home,
aluminum siding, on
3 tendable level
acres,electric heat,2
a ir window
conditioners,
carpeting, range,
refrigerator included. This is a
desirable country
home in good condition on blacktopped
road in Providence
area, about 7 miles
Murray.
from
$43,000.00

7534080

PUBLIC SALE
Sale of South Central Bell
Surplus vehicles
Wagon;
Surbwmes
Vans
Utility Trucks
HELD
MURRAY AUTO AUCTION
Itta. 1 Alma,Kloster:by
5:.45ap.m. Aegust 20, 1981
Cash or previously approved diecks oely

43. Real Estate
In the northwest section of Sherwood
Forest we have three
beautiful building
lots, priced at
$6,000.00 each. Buy
now ; build later!
ROBERTS REALTY
124 & Sycamore
Illerrey, Ay. 153-1651

!limo
753-1222
Homes FOR uvinG
HOME AND 75
ACRES
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
with new insert with
blower, several outbuildings, and 65
acres of very productive land. Owner
financing available
to qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of the Kopperud
Realty Home Team
for all the information. 753-1222.
LAKE FRONTAGE
Over 100' of lake
frontage with concrete sea wall and
kAbcting on
boat doc
e. ProKentuc
pere
o
tspas very
mobile
home and large concrete block building
formerly used as a
restadrant. Priced to
sell, mid $30's. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

44. Lots For Sale
11
/
2 acre wooded lot; has
septic tank and well. Call
753-8491.
For sale: 16 acres- 13
woods. 3 pasture. 7 miles
from Murray on 121 S.
753-6265.
For sale, lot at 1713
Holiday. 753-6265.
Lot for sale or trade, in
Maple Woods Estates subdivision; 1 mile east.
$3750.00. Will trade for
auto., pickup or motorcycle
of equal value.Call 3822832, Graves County.

45. Farms For Sale
171
/
2 acres. good for small
livestock. 1200 sq. ft. 3
bedroom house, outbuilding. good well, tobacco
base. $20,000. Call 7532418.
25 acres newly surveyed
and title searched. One
acre pond, 8 plus acres
tillable. Balance in timber.
Owner financing possible.
Located in Kirby, 21
/
2 miles
west on Beach Rd. Call
753-2266 or 759-4683
after 6 p.m.

46. Homes For Sale

47. Motorcycles

52. Boats and Motors 53. Services Offered

1972 Harley Davidson, fully
dressed, $2250 00 2 miles
in 121 S Trailer Court. in
2-story house
1976 Honda, 550' 4-cyl.
Electric start, turn signals,
crash bar, sissy bar, manual
cruise control; with 2
helmets. Exc. condition
$1200 759-1465
1977 650cc Yamaha. Good
deal for $1000 Call
753-0912. or 753-2997. ask
for Al
1977 Honda 750-4. Low
mileage, fully equiped
753-685 after 6 p.m
1978 IT 175 Yamaha. Good
condition. 492-8368 $250
1980 YZ-250. Good condition. Sale or trade for 3
wheeler. 759-4712 after 6

18' Mark Twain boat, 165
hp inboard motor with
180 hours of use Days,
753-6395 After 4. 7536608.
22' Venture sailboat, and
all equipment, $5200 Call
436-5859
Novelty "Sea- Doo jet boat,
with Sears trailer. Unusual
water craft Priced to sell.
Inquire- 0.B. Boone, 605
Main

53. Services Offered

30 years experienced carpenter work. Also, flue
building. Call 436-2253
AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers. etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim.
48. Auto. Services
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover, 753KIT
1873.
Ain PARTS
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
315 S. 46 St.,
15 years experience carpenKonnesky
try, concrete. plumbing,
Batteries, tires.
roofing, siding, things
wheel covers, note
around the home. Free
accessories. 24 beer
estimates! No job too small.
towhee. Also e comCall days 474-2359, 474plete lime of owed
2276
evenings.
On
eine ports.
weekends,
474-2276.
753-5500
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
Import Auto Salvage. Used from your yard or land
parts for most Imports. Call cleared of stumps? We can
474-2325.
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground. leaving
49. Used Cars
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
1976 Monte
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Carlo, local one
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
owner, very low
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. InMileage
stalling tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
PURDOMS
doors and windows. Also
OLDSMOBILE
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
PONTIAC
estimates! No job too
CADILLAC
small! On weekends, call
1406W. Mein
474-2276.
753-5315
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
1969 Mustang Fastback, patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
$1500.
12 ft. sailboat with trailer. homes. 753-1873. Jack
Glover.
753-7271.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE:
1972 Chevy Nova, 4 door,
Whirlpool.
V-8, automatic, power Kenmore,
Westinghouse.
Experienced
steering, air, velour seats.
One owner. $1450. Call, independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872. Bob's
753-8124.
Appliance Service. 202 S.
1972
Gremlin.
Air- 5th.
conditioning, new tires, 6
cyl. $800 or best offer. Air-conditioning and Well
Pump Repair. Electrical
767-4779.
Work. New or Repair. Call
1975 Chevy Monza tali 753-9856 at after 5 P.M.
436-5455 after 8 p.m.
• 753-8526.
1-375 Lincoln 4 door, fully Alexander Septic Tank
loaded, all power. Rebuilt Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
engine has 1200 miles on from your driveway. Init. Good condition. Has dustrial. residential, or
some rust. $1500. 759- commercial. 24 hour ser1465.
vice. Call 753-5933.
1980 Cougar XR-7. Power Asphalt driveways and
brakes, steering, windows, parking lots sealed by
seats. AM/FM radio, Sears. For free estimates
Michelin tires,, automatic call 753-2310.
overdrive transmission.
Loaded with options. C. and S. Stripping and
Refinishing. For free es$6500. 437-4892.
timates, call 753-7499. or
50. Used Trucks
753-0743 after 5
1968 Ford 1 ton truck. Has Concrete and block, brick
dump bed. $1000. 474- work. Basements, drive2741.
ways, storm cellars. porches. 20 years experience.
1975 Chevrolet 753-5476.
Slivered° truck,
ROGOW
464 4 barrel, ate
ege64,
& Shimiles
new, new radial
elereneee. Al work
tires. $2,600.00.
w ere•t••411. Fr••
4374512. Cal aftismeoes.
CS 7505-11150 or
ter 2:00.
153-45111

2 Bedroom, living room.
kitchen, full basement.
upstairs, lots of closet
space. Call 753-3083.
3 Bedroom house, half way
between Mayfield and
Murray. Quiet place, good
well. 345-2205.
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft.
living area, fully carpeted, 3 1973 Datsun pickup, good
bedrooms, built-in kitchen condition. Call 474-2325.
and family room combination, living room, utility. 1978 Chevy Silverado. 20
one large bath, lots of series. Long wheel base,
storage. Low $40's. Call bucket seats, tilt wheel,
753-9818. Must see to power steering, brakes, and
air. AM/FM radio. Colorappreciate.
silver. A-1 condition,
By owner. 3 bedroom brick $4250. 492-8425.
home in quite convenient
location, close to grocery 1978 Ford F-150 Pup, p.b.,
and shopping center, newly p.s.. 6 cyl., straight shift.
decorated with two car 25.000 miles. Call after
carport. two outside storage &DO, 753-3338.
buildings, also low utility 1980 Ford 4-wheel drive,
bills. Call 753-6576 after short wheel base pickup. 6:
400 pin.
cyl , with 300 engine. 18
For sale by owner, six room mpg on hwy. Roll bar. push
brick house. 2 bedrooms. guard. AM-FM . 8 track. In
garage, on corner lot, good condition. Reasonable
78x187' In quiet re- price. Call (901)642-6996.
sidential neighborhood. or 644-1259.
Walking distance to shop- 78 Ford Van. Air, cruise,
ping center. Call 753-1276. tilt, $2700. 753-4953,or
House and lot, on Coles 759-4005.
JEEP, CARS, PICKUPS
Campground Rd cll 7530412 or 753-7636
from $35. Available at local
Gov't Auctions. For Direc47. Motorcycles
tory call Surplus Data
FREE!! Spark plug(s) with Center 415-330-7800.
Tune-Up Motorcycle Parts
.1oats and
& Service, 307 N. 4th, 52759-1919 or 753-8292.
Boat Motors
Open afternoons- 4-6, Sat. 14 ft Quachita fiberglass
9-3.
tnhull fishing boat with
One hp Sears Moped. Good trailer and 40 hp Mercury
condition, $250. Call 753- motor. Call after 6:00,
7513338.
°011 after 5 p rn
f

Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired We buy used
au-conditioners Dill's Electric call 753-9104
Air-conditioners, dryers
washers, and freezers
repaired Call 759-1322
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears, 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Foster mother will babysit
in state approved home
Plenty of referuces Call
753-4393
Guttering by Sears Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimate
Heating, refrigeration, and
electrical repair. Bob's
Refrigeration
Service.
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.

-1

Aluminum Service o.,
aluminum and vinyl.
siding, custom trim.
work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.
JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING. 24 hour service,
also instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work.
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348.
Johnson's Electric. Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing_ 753-7203._
-Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call 130YER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-$536.
Now ()Pen! Doug Jones
Electric, Airport Rd. Residential work. Guaranteed.
free estimates. Call 7539555.
Painting and Decorating.
Interior and Exterior, 10
years experience. I take the
time to do the job right.
Call 759-1692.
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top. sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759-1987.
P & D Lawn Service.
Mowing, small tree and
hedge trimming. Free
Estimates. 436-2997.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe,
753-9226 for free estimate.
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry. work
completely guaranteed. Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

56. Free Column
Free 6 week old mixed
breed puppies. small dogs.
4 males, 2 females, and
older female dog Cal
753-2504.
Free kittens. 753-1323
753-5763

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS'
,FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delis ery.on Prescriptions in City Limits

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Camainky Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Thes., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

ME SALEI
sander Bros. Polled Hertford Sale
Sat., Aug. 22- 12:80 p.m.
at, the fano 1 mile East of Water
Valley. Follow Sale signs.
Selling 3 bulls, 20 open heifers,
20 bred heifers, 20 cows with
calves at side and rebred.
.502-355-2256 502-355-2639

••
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U.S. CW IKE BONELESS

I

19

—

POLISH REMOVER

CUTEX — 3 OZ. BOTTLE — FINGERNAIL

COTTON SWABS

0-T1PS t — 170 CT. BOX

HAND LOTION

INTENSIVE CARE — 10 OZ. BOTTLE

SCHOOL GLUE

ELMER'S —4OZ. BOTTtE

SHAMPOO

IVORY — NORMAL or OILY

....

SP.44s

Sew St

Savo l•

Sews 70"

$44
)
99

$ 1 39

•

991
59/

$ 1 49

49;

$ 1 49
16 oz. bottle

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

00
2600

sOUTHSIDE
$1600.00 NORTVISIDE
$1000.00

BANKROLL

THIS WEEK'S
FREE CASH

1 49

BATR. FRIED SHRIMP

Lb.

BACKRIBS

BIG 4 FISH PTNS.

TASTE 0SEA — 1001. PKG.

I

$ 1 29

$1'9

RAG BOLOGNA....Lb.

REELFOOT'S — I Groo for Sn•chs)

TREASURE ISLE — 1201.PKG.

$ 11 88
. Lb.

Pkg.

$

COUNTRYTTYLE - PORK

PORK;HOPS

THICK OP — CENTER

WIENERS......

r'ISCHIER'S — 1201. REDSKIN

Lb.2
$89

Pkg.

REELFOOrS — 1201. — SLICED

HAMLET HAMS

MSCHER'S — FULLY COOKED
BONELESS - 2'4 TO 3'/I LB. AVG.

GROUND CHUCK ..Lb.$ 1 78 BACON

GREAT ON THE GRILL

SIMILA4r.10 RIB EYE

CHII 2K EYE STEAK..$299
Lb.

Lb.$1 79

COOKED HAM ...Kg. $ 1 59

QUARTER — SLICED

CHUCK ROAST

$ 89
$ 1 48

Lb.
OSCAR MAYER — 6 OZ. SLICED

Lb

oz pkg.

CHUCK STEAK
LOIN
PORK
et:Amass - u.s. pato

BONELESS — U.S. CHOICE

HOT DOGS —12

REELFOOT — FUN BUDDIES

ADVERTISED SPECIALS

Savo I i•

8 oz.

Save up to 10'

bottle

2/891

9/

16''t oz. tub

04
sr

N'R

MINN

I

PANCAKE SYRUP $ 159

LOG CABIN

7G25

240!. bottle

C-4878-2

629

WI*
C...,.
Limit one coupon per family. Coupon void
• after Tuesday. August 25, 1981.

I

Milli

Limit ohe coupon per family Coupon void
after Tuesday, August 25. 1981
IL

FROSTING

IGNCREAMY
READY-TO-SPREAD

WWI
c""P"

Same $41

.•• • •

to

8 pack 894

60 ct. 2/791

Savo up

maw 11 ZASLY

Dolux• French, Creamy Cucumber

isle, Creamy Herb,

SALAD
DRESSINGS
Italian, 1,000

WISHBONE

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

MURRAY — 16 OZ.PKG.

FRUIT DANISH

IGA — ASSORTED FLAVORS

NAPKINS

SCOTT ASSORTED COLORED

—
WHOLE POTATOES or KRAUT

DEL MONTE — 16 OZ. CAN

,

$1°9 I

$ I 99

7GF15

C.41148.2

18 or box
,CZ."
24€
Limit on* coupon per family Coupon. void I
after Tuesday. August 25. 1981

I CORN
CEREAL

89

Lb

69$

Eo 791

89$

--•••••••••••••••••••••00.•••••••••,0•••••••

••••••••:•...

$ 29

ICE MILK

FESTIVAL

FRIED CHICKEN .17.

Covina"
Limit one coupon per family. Coupon void
after Tuesday. August 25, 1981.

Lb

Lb

994
394

994

4
"moo tt

CHEESE

00

89

s 1 39

I Sfr ,

Employee of the Month, Rita
Cunningham, resides with
her husband Mike at Rt. 5,
Murray. Rita has been employed with Northside IGA
for 3 years.

EMPLOYEE OF
THE MONTH

PIE SHELLS

BANQUET — 9INCH

2 lb. bowl

Colby Longhorn

IGA TAILERITE MOW -- 12 OZ.PKG.$

BISCUITS _5c+ con

POT PIES

BANQUET — WHOLE —2LB. BOX $

SURE a NATURAL — I0 CT BOX
MAXI SHIELDS
or STAYFREE DEODORANT
ct. box
MA XI1 PADS

Doz.

IGA TABLERITE

SOFT SPREAD MARGARINE
BANQUET

BLUE BONNET

BISCUITS

PILLSBURY— 4PACK —$07.
Save
10'

•WIDE VARIETY
•LOW PRICES

ONIONS

GRAPESESS
YELLOW

235 size —

FROZEN FOODS 8. DAIRY ITEMS

PLUMS

FRESH CALIFORNIA

s
TALOUPES

TEXAS — LARGE SIZE

LEMONS

•HIGH QUALITY

YOUR SYMBOL FOR:

22 oz. bottle $ 1 39

Savo

24 ct box $ 1

may(
)
n
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POST TOASTIES
FLAKESwish

Save 1.6'

Milky Way WA*"3 Musk•Wrers Mew Ser

Save 10.

THIS WEEK'S
JIM ADAMS SPECIAL

PRE-WASH

SPRA Y-N-WASH — NON-AEROSOL

CANDY BARS

ASSORTED — 10 CT. BOX

TEA BAGS

LIPTON QUART SIZE

BLEACH _ 1 gallon bottle

PUREX

Thru Tue., Aug. 25.

Prices Good Wed., Aug. 19

We Reserve the Right to Limit
and to Corract Pricing Error I

Northelde,Chestnut St.
6:00 a.m.-1000 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

STORE HOURS:

PORK'N BEANS_ 16 oz.can

VAN CAMP

Southeide,S.12th It
700 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1100 a.m.-8 p.m.Sunday

DA

Jim
JUST PICKED PRODUCE

G1.

PI

